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NINO LURAGHI – ANNA MAGNETTO

The Controversy between Megalopolis and Messene
in a New Inscription from Messene

(With an Appendix by Christian Habicht)

During the excavations of the agora of Messene, in the summer of 2004, a large square
limestone foundation came to light near the northeastern corner of a Doric temple
currently identified as the temple of the heroine Messene. On the foundation, four
limestone orthostates of about one meter by two had originally stood supporting pre-
sumably some sort of slab that carried a multiple equestrian monument. Only two of
the orthostates were still in situ, lying flat on their face on the ground near the foun-
dation. Once they were lifted, one of them turned out to be completely covered by an
inscription running for some 190 lines divided in four columns. The field director
Kleanthis Sidiropoulos immediately recognized that the missing top left corner
of the orthostate had been found in the same area the year before. It preserved the first
words of the first six lines of the inscription.

The text includes a dossier of documents, in a format common in the Hellenistic
period. The first and longest, running for 101 lines and taking up the first two col-
umns, is a decree of the assembly of the Messenians summarizing an hitherto un-
known territorial controversy between Messene and Megalopolis that constituted its
historical background and mandating that the whole dossier be inscribed on the
bˇùron … “ oÅ ÅppeÖ« ãnt› (lines 92–93), clearly our monument. The other three
documents that compose the dossier are, in that order, a challenge from the polis of
Megalopolis to the polis of Messene, a fine imposed on the Messenians by the magis-

In the process of preparing the present article, the authors have incurred many debts. Petros
Themelis has been insuperably liberal in sharing information on this text even before its pub-
lication and in allowing access to the inscription itself. Kleanthis Sidiropoulos, the field
director of the Messene Excavations, has generously provided help and hospitality on multiple
occasions. Countless discussions with Christian Habicht have contributed to the present
publication in more ways than can be acknowledged. Christopher Jones and Michael
Wörrle have allowed us to profit from their superior expertise. Gerhard Thür, in an on-
going discussion of the legal aspects of the dossier, has been a continuous source of challenges,
stimuli, and ideas. NL would like to thank him especially for a well-timed invitation to Vienna to
present and discuss this document, as well as Thomas Heine Nielsen for an invitation to Co-
penhagen which constituted a welcome stimulus to bring pen to paper. AM’s research has been
supported by funds of the European Union (7th PQ/2007–2013, PIEF-GA-2009–253582).
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trates of the Achaian League, and finally an arbitration of a panel of Milesian judges in
favor of the Messenians. In 2008, Petros Themelis has published a preliminary text
of the first two columns, based on a comprehensive decipherment of the inscription
with the help of Voula Bardani and with contributions by other scholars. The
present study represents a first attempt at illuminating the historical circumstances
presupposed and/or referred to in this document. Since the text is still relatively little
known, we begin by providing our own version of it with a few textual notes and an
English translation.1 Fig. 1.

C ˇ f i [s m] a
ãpeidÎ katas[xfin]tvn tân [xvaiân
#Endan›an kaÏ [Pyl]ˇnan, t»« dÍ pfile-
o« $pokatas[taùe›s]a« eå« t@n synpoli-

5 te›an tâ[n [xaiân], tÌ mÍn prâton łùwlh-
san Meg[alopolÖt]ai di@ tân [xaiân $felw-
[sùai 4mÖn tˇ]« te pfilei« kaÏ t@n xØran t@n
[#Endanik@n k]aÏ Pylanik@n p»san aúthma
[te –– ca. 7 ––]o toŒ« [xaioŒ«, tân dÍ [xai-

10 [ân a]\toÖ« [$nt]eipˇntvn m‹ ka periùwmen
[Me]galopol›tai« t@n Messan›vn, pˇlin
[2–3]fan ãn t»i ãn ~lei synfidvi ùwlein kriùá-
[vm]ven poù# 4mw, per› te t»« prfiteron xØra«
$ntelwgosan 4mÖn kaÏ perÏ t»« #Endanik»«

15 kaÏ Pylanik»« kaÏ 4mân synelomwnvn kri-
t‹rion pot# a\toŒ« ¯ kaÏ a\toÏ syneydfikh-
san toŒ« 4gemfina« [pollvn›dan #Ete-
ˇrxoy, [lwjandron [lejˇndroy, Klwan-
dron Kleˇndroy Sikyvn›oy«, ~rxvna Filo-

20 klwo«, #Eja›neton #Ejainwtoy Aågirˇta«, Fˇ-
lakron Fainolˇoy, Lafe›dh Jenoklwo«,
Stiˇpyron Stiap÷roy, Damfijenon Kleo-
jwnoy, ~ntandron Damojwnoy AågieÖ«, ~n-
tandron ^°perb›oy DymavÖon, #Epikrˇth Kam-

25 c›a, Gorg›dan Nik›da, v [rkad›vna Lw-
onto« FaraieÖ«, Kallikrˇth Ueojw-
noy Leont‹sion, Nikfidromon Filist›da,
F›lvna Sat÷roy [le›oy«, kaÏ perÏ to÷tvn
ãnstˇloy genomwnoy 4mÖn, $podfin-

30 te« oÅ MegalopolÖtai ƒroy« [pollvn›-
dai tâi stratagâi t»« te #Endanik»«

1 Beside the editio princeps, Themelis 2008, see also Arnaoutoglou 2009/10.
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kaÏ Pylanik»« kaÏ t»« [kreiˇtio« kaÏ
Bipeiˇtio«, kaÏ 4mân $podfintvn toŒ«
periwxonta« ƒroy« $pÌ Nwda« ¡xri Kle-

35 ola›a«, kaùØ« ãsti 4mÖn 4 xØra, para-
genomwnvn tân dikast»n eå« tÌ Kar-
neiˇsion kaÏ $podeijˇntvn 4mân Y-
katwrvn t@n xØran kaùø« kaÏ toŒ« ƒ-
[ro]y« $pedØkame«, kaÏ genomwna«

40 [ãn] tâi Karneias›vi dikaiolog›a« ãpÏ
[d÷o 4]mwra« meù# œdato«, $pÌ mÍn t»«
[[kreiˇ]tio« kaÏ Bipeiˇtio« $postˇntvn
[tân Me]galopolit»n, toŒ« dÍ Kaliˇ-
[ta« o\ pa]ysˇntvn $ntipoi‹sasùai

45 [4mÖn ƒpv«] ¡llo krit‹rion metala-
[bfintvn tân K]aliat»n pˇlin kr›nvntai
[Ykˇteroi a\tâ]n poù# 4mw, 4mân dÍ sy-
[––– ca. 9–10 –– kr›]sin pot› te Kaliˇta«
[kaÏ Megalopol›t]a« perÏ t»« [kreiˇtio«

50 [kaÏ Bipeiˇtio« kaÏ sy]nelomwnvn dikas-
[t‹rion t@n pfilin tâ]n Aågiwvn kaÏ dikai-
[olog›a« genomwna«] Megalopolit»n
[mÍn? ––– ca. 11 ––– ƒti] [krei»ti« vacat

Second column
kaÏ Bipei»ti« [rkad›a e[úh kaÏ] Me-

55 galopolÖti«, 4mân dÍ di[d]askfin-
tvn ƒti Messan›a eúh, òntvn YkatÌn
tessarˇkonta Ypt@ tân krinfintvn
kaÏ tayt»n metalabfintvn Kalia-
t»n kaÏ Megalopolit»n cˇfoy«

60 Yptˇ, 4mân dÍ YkatÌn tessarˇ-
konta, krinˇntvn Messan›an eÚ-
men t@n xØran t@n [krei»tin kaÏ
Bipei»tin kat@ toŒ« ƒroy« o?« $pe-
dØkame« toÖ« koinoÖ« damiorgoÖ«,

65 œsteron, ãpeÏ Épegracˇmeùa perÏ
tân karpân tân ãk ta÷ta« t»« xØ-
ra« t»i pfilei tân Megalopolit»n
talˇntoy diplas›oy, ãpeÏ laboÜ-
sa mesoko›noy« toŒ« karpoŒ« o\-

70 k $ped›doy, kaÏ kekrimwnvn 4mân
perÏ t»« xØra« pˇlin 4mÍ proeka-
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lwsato 4 pfili« tân Megalopo-
lit»n perÏ t»« [kreiˇtio« xØra«
Ñ« krit‹rion synelØmeùa Ñ« o\

75 kekrimwnvn poù# 4mw, tân dÍ koi-
nân damiorgân ãpakoloyùhsˇn-
tvn a\t»i kaÏ zam›an 4mÖn ãpi-
balfintvn ƒti o\ synairo›meùa
krit‹rion kaÏ eåsagagfintvn eå« tÌ

80 dikast‹rion tân Milhs›vn ãnikˇ-
samen pˇsai« taÖ« cˇfoi« kaùfiti
eúhmen kekrimwnoi per› te ta÷ta«
t»« xØra« v kaÏ t»« Bipeiˇtio« po-
tÏ Megalopol›ta«· ƒpv« oÛn Épfi-

85 mnama eÚ kaÏ eå« tÌn œsteron xrfinon
ƒti per› te t»« [kreiˇtio« kaÏ Bipeiˇ-
tio« kr›masin ãnikˇsame« toŒ« Me-
galopol›ta« kaÏ perÏ t»« zam›a«
˜« ãzam›vsan 4mÍ oÅ damiorgoÏ ã-

90 nikˇsame« v dedfixùai tâi dˇmvi·
$nagrˇcai eå« tÌ ÅerÌn t»« Mes-
sˇna« eå« tÌ bˇùron tÌ par@ tÌ Boy-
leÖon 0fl oÅ ÅppeÖ« ãntÏ tˇn te prfiklh-
sin t@n genomwnan ÉpÌ tân Mega-

95 lopolit»n kaÏ t@n zam›an t@n
$pÌ tân damiorvgân genomwnan
ãpÏ Aånht›da kaÏ t@n kr›sin t@n ge-
nomwnan ÉpÌ toÜ dikasthr›oy tân
Milhs›vn B›vno«, Bˇbvno«, Aúsxroy,

100 ^Hragfira, Fil›skoy, [rtwmvno«, Çmo›-
v« dÍ kaÏ tÌ cˇfismva toÜto vacat
vacat (5 lines)

Notes
Unless otherwise indicated, supplements are from Themelis’ editio princeps. Observations on
the stone go back to NL’s autopsy from October 30th, 2008, performed with kind permission of
P. Themelis and with the help of K. Sidiropoulos.
8. aúthna Themelis, but the stone has aúthma.
9. [––]o Themelis. The omicron after the lacuna is confirmed. The context requires a finite
verb in the middle which can take aúthma as its direct object and toŒ« [xaio÷« as its indirect ob-
ject. Possibly [te ôt‹sant]o.
10. p[ro]eipˇntvn Themelis; [$nt]eipˇntvn Ch. Jones (private communication), confirmed
by autopsy.
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12. [- -]fan Themelis. There is space for 2 or 3 letters. [vv ö]fan (?) L-M. The lacuna is too
small to allow for other supplements. The Doric form for the third person plural is frequent in
poetry (Homer, Apollonius Rhodius, Theocritus); A. Wilhelm, Reisen in Kilikien, no. 108 l. 36
[öfa]n (Syll.3 644; I.Byzantion 1) suggested it as a supplement for a decree of Byzantium dated
175–171 BCE. The surface of the stone appears to have been damaged before the inscription was
cut, as shown by various points where the stonecutter was compelled to work around an existing
hole or cut (this situation provoked the vacats marked in lines 2, 24, 96, 101). The same factor
could be at play at the beginning of the following line, which, as preserved on the stone, begins
precisely with a vacat.
13. [men m]vÍn printed by Themelis is too long for the lacuna, which cannot have included
more than 2 or maximum 3 letters (narrow letters that is: in the inscription mus, nus and
especially epsilons are instead rather broad); it is also syntactically awkward. [vm]vÍn poù#4mw
L-M. For the conditions of the stone at this point, cf. supra ad l. 12.
41. [treÖ«] printed by Themelis appears too long; [d÷o] Thür (private conversation), which
seems to have been Themelis’ own view at some point, see Themelis 2008, 218.
45. [4mÖn kaÏ] Themelis, but there is space for more letters and the subjunctive at the end of
line 46 requires a conjunction; [4mÖn ƒpv«] L-M.
47. The lacuna is 12–13 letters long. We propose [Ykˇteroi a\tâ]n, cf. 4mân Ykatwrvn
(ll. 37–38), which however refers to Megalopolitans and Messenians. The supplement is compat-
ible in terms of length and consistent with the Messenians’ take on these developments as pres-
ented in the decree: here they have good reasons to underline that the proceedings in Aigion
involved not only the Kaliatai, who are their formal counterpart, but also the Megalopolitans;
cf. infra section 2c.

Translation
Decree. Whereas, when the Achaians occupied Endania and Pylana and the polis was
readmitted to the sympolity of the Achaians, at first the Megalopolitans wanted to
take away from us, with the help of the Achaians, the poleis and the whole of the ter-
ritory of Endania and Pylana and presented a formal request to the Achaians, and
since the Achaians retorted that they would not transfer to the Megalopolitans land
that was of the Messenians, again they declared in the s÷nodo« at Elis that they wanted
to call us to court and disputed with us regarding both the previous land and the ter-
ritories of Endania and Pylana, and since we chose as a court in which to be judged
against them that to which they too agreed, that is, the 4gemfine« Apollonidas son of
Etearchos, Alexander son of Alexander, Kleander son of Kleander, of Sikyon, Archon
son of Philokles, Exainetos son of Exainetos, of Aigira, Phalakros son of Phainolaos,
Lapheides son of Xenokles, Stiapyros son of Stiapyros, Damoxenos son of Kleoxenos,
Antander son of Damoxenos, of Aigion, Antander son of Hyperbios, of Dyme, Epi-
krates son of Kampsias, Gorgidas son of Nikidas, Arkadion son of Leon, of Pharai,
Kallikrates son of Theoxenos, of Leontion, Nikodromos son of Philistidas, Philon son
of Satyros, of Elis, and these decisions were officially agreed upon by us, and the Mega-
lopolitans gave the stratagfi« Apollonidas the borders of the territories of Endania
and Pylana and of Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, and we gave him the encompassing borders
of the land as we own it, from the river Neda to Kleolaia, and after the judges came to
the Karneiasion and we both showed them the land according to the borders we had
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previously submitted, and after in the Karneiasion a debate took place over two days,
with speakers’ time measured by a water-clock, the Megalopolitans renounced Akrei-
atis and Bipeiatis, but did not restrain the Kaliatai from disputing with us, so that,
by way of the Kaliatai obtaining a new trial, they both could again undergo a judgment
against us, and since we agreed to be judged against the Megalopolitans and the Kali-
atai regarding Akreaiatis and Bipeiatis and cooperated in the choice of the polis of
Aigion as our court, after a debate took place, in which the Megalopolitans [argued]
that Akreiatis and Bipeiatis were Arkadian and Megalopolitan, and we showed that
they are Messenian, in a court of 147 judges the Kaliatai and Megalopolitans obtained
seven votes, and we 140, who judged that Akreiatis and Bipeiatis were Messenian
according to the borders we had indicated to the common damiorgo›. Later, because
we had sued the polis of the Megalopolitans regarding the produce from this territory
for a double talent, because it (i.e. the polis), after having taken such produce under
the condition of it being shared half and half, had not returned it,2 and although we
had already received a verdict regarding that land, the polis of the Megalopolitans
challenged us again to undergo a judgment regarding the Akreiatis territory, as if they
had not been already judged against us, and since the common damiorgo› heeded it
(i.e. the polis of Megalopolis) and imposed on us a fine saying that we had refused to
cooperate in choosing a court, and introduced us into the court of the Milesians, we
won receiving all the votes, which confirmed that we had indeed already been judged
regarding this territory and the Bipeiatis against the Megalopolitans. In order that
there be a memorial for the future of the fact that we defeated the Megalopolitans re-
garding Akreiatis and Bipeiatis in multiple judgments, and that we won with regard to
the fine inflicted upon us by the damiorgo›, let it be sanctioned by the people: let the
formal challenge brought by the Megalopolitans, the fine decreed by the damiorgo›
in the year of Ainetidas, and the judgment formulated by the court of the Milesians
Bion, Babon, Aischros, Heragoras, Philiskos, Artemon, as well as this decree, be
inscribed in the sanctuary of Messana on the base close to the council chamber, on
which the knights stand.

1. Messene, Megalopolis and the Achaian League until the death of Philopoimen

The broad historical context can be easily identified. The references to the Achaians
occupying Endania and Pylana and to the Messenians being restored to the Achaian
League (lines 2–5) clearly point to the aftermath of the war between the Messenians
and the Achaian League in 183/82. Most famously associated with the death of Philo-
poimen, this war constituted the culmination of decades of reciprocal suspicion and
open struggle between Achaians and Messenians, motivated by the latent conflict be-
tween the League’s aspiration to extending control over the entire Peloponnese and

2 That is, «had not given us our due».
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the Messenians’ desire for independence, which usually involved enlisting the support
of some powerful ally from outside the Peloponnese, who was not going to exert too
invasive an influence over them – during the third century, mostly the Aitolians.3 Only
during the Demetrian War Messenians and Achaians ended up on the same side,
and only as a side effect of the alliance between Aitolians and Achaians. The pattern
was briefly disturbed as a result of the Cleomenic War, when the Aitolians, possibly
themselves nervous about the expansion of the Achaian League and anxious to rein in
their remaining allies in the Peloponnese, launched raids in the territory of Messene,
thereby pushing the Messenians into the arms of the Achaians and of Philip V.4 But the
Achaians’ attempt at detaching from Messene the smaller poleis of Messenia could not
but generate hostility.5 By the time of the First Macedonian War, the Messenians were
again allies of the Aitolians, and thereby of the Romans. An Achaian army cam-
paigned in Messenia in the fall of 209, and the Messenians were adscripti to the Peace
of Phoinike in 205.6 In the last years of the century, the alliance between Macedon and
the Achaian League established by Aratos and Antigonos Doson at the time of the
Cleomenic War finally collapsed, and by virtue of both being allies of the Romans,
Messenians and Achaians fought on the same side in the Second Macedonian War – at
least virtually, for there is no evidence that the Messenians were actually involved in
the operations.

Understandably, for the Romans the Achaians were much more interesting as po-
tential allies than the Messenians.7 Accordingly, at the end of the war they appear to
have ignored the Messenians’ claim over Asine and Pylos, both Achaian at that point.8

3 For a more detailed presentation of the history of the Messenians from the fourth century to
the early second, see Luraghi 2008, 252–66.

4 Polyb. 4.3–9.
5 Pylos was probably a member of the Achaian League at the time of the Social War: attacks

against Pylos appear in the list of complaints against the Aitolians that the Achaians presented to
Philip V in Corinth in 220 BCE; the Aitolians on their part claimed back Pylos for the Mes-
senians during the First Macedonian War (Liv. 27.30.13), and the Messenians claimed it them-
selves after the Second Macedonian War (Polyb. 18.42.7). See esp. Niese 1899, 411 n. 1 and the
comments of Aymard 1938a, 13 n. 6. Contrary to Niese’s opinion, it seems unlikely that Ky-
parissia, too, had joined the League around the same time as Pylos. The joint Aitolian-Spartan
campaign against Messenia in the summer of 217 BCE involved attacking Kyparissia, and Poly-
bios’ narrative (5.92) gives the clear impression that the Achaians were not involved. Aymard,
followed by Rizakis 2011, 273 n. 6, takes 213 as a terminus ante based on Polyb. 11.18.2, but see
Roebuck 1941, 94 n. 124, arguing for 191, in consequence of the war between Messene and the
Achaian League. The first solid evidence for Kyparissia’s membership in the League comes from
a new inscription from Aigion, in all likelihood a list of Achaian nomogrˇfoi, published by Ri-
zakis 2008, 168–70 and dated between 191 and 182 BCE.

6 StV 543. See Liv. 27.33.5 with Errington 1969, 59 and Liv. 29.12.14 respectively.
7 On the attitude of the Romans to the Messenians after the Second Macedonian War see now

especially Rizakis 2011, 273–78.
8 Messenian protests over Pylos and Asine in 196 BCE are mentioned in Polyb. 18.42.7. For

the chronology of Pylos’ accession to the League, see above n. 5. Asine must have joined the
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Thus, the Messenians joined the group of those discontented by the Roman policy,
gathered around the Aitolians and looking hopefully towards Antiochos III – or at
least, this is what our sources tell us, but we need always to keep in mind the pervasive
pro-Achaian bias of the literary tradition.9 After Antiochos evacuated Greece in the
spring of 191, the Achaians felt that the time had come to bring the few remaining re-
calcitrant Peloponnesian poleis into the fold of the League.10 Envoys were sent to Elis
and Messene, both old friends of the Aitolians with more or less explicit sympathies
for Antiochos. The Eleians replied that, now that Antiochos’ army had left Greece, they
would think about the request. The Messenians were less diplomatic: they sent away
the envoys and prepared for war. Diophanes of Megalopolis, strathgfi« of the league
for 192/91, invaded Messenia, devastated the northern Messenian plain and arrived
in sight of Messene. At this point, the Messenians sent an embassy to T. Quinctius Fla-
mininus, the liberator of the Greeks, who was then in Chalkis on a diplomatic mission,
and announced that they were ready to surrender to Rome. Upon receiving the envoys,
Flamininus hurried to Megalopolis and summoned Diophanes and the Achaian
army away from Messene. Earlier in the spring of that same year, Diophanes and
Flamininus had campaigned together against Sparta to check the first of a long series
of Spartan attempts at breaking free of the Achaian League.11 Accordingly, in the
summer Diophanes may not have expected Flamininus to have any objections to his
attempt at reducing the Messenians. At a meeting in Andania, after reprimanding
Diophanes for having started the war without consulting him, Flamininus gave his
verdict: the Messenians were to join the League and readmit their exiles, and to send
envoys to him in Corinth if they had any complaint or objection.12 Livy’s summary of
the terms the Messenians were given may be incomplete: most scholars think that Ko-
rone and Kolonides, on the western side of the Gulf of Messenia, were now detached
from Messene and became members of the Achaian League. The same must be true of
Kyparissia, unless it had already joined the League on a previous occasion.13 From the
viewpoint of the Achaian League the campaign had been a success. A statue of Dio-

League before the Second Macedonian War, and possibly during the First: Niese 1899, 646 n. 4
argues for a date between 208 and 206, which is likely but not certain, cf. Aymard 1938a, 13 n. 6.
Once Asine and Pylos had joined the League, it is unlikely that Mothone, isolated in the south-
western corner of the Akritas Peninsula, would remain Messenian.

9 Liv. 36.31.2, on which see Luraghi 2008, 261 n. 49.
10 For what follows, see Liv. 36.31.
11 Plut. Philop. 16.1–3 and Paus. 8.51.1 with Gruen 1984, 467–68.
12 The Messenians may have taken Flamininus up on this offer, see below n. 17. For contrast-

ing interpretations of Flamininus’ aims vis-à-vis the Achaians, see Errington 1969, 119–24;
Gruen 1984, 468–71; Ferrary 1988, 121–24.

13 Philopoimen’s hurried ride into Messenia in 182 was provoked by the news of an attack on
Korone (Liv. 39.49.1) or on Kolonides (Plut. Philop. 8.5); see Roebuck 1941, 94 and n. 124. The
new inscription from Aigion published by Rizakis 2008, 168–70, probably a list of nomogrˇfoi
of the Achaian League, includes the names of two men from Messene and one each from Kypa-
rissia, Korone and Asine.
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phanes was dedicated on the agora of Megalopolis, and the epigram that accompanied
it praised the Achaian strathgfi« for having been the first to unify all the Peloponnese
under the aegis of the Achaian League: a clear reference to his strathg›a in 192/91.14

The following years, especially after the conclusion of the Syriac War, were a com-
plicated period for Peloponnesian politics. The Achaian League, under the leadership
of Philopoimen of Megalopolis and Aristainos of Dyme, was mostly busy dealing with
Sparta, where an intricate series of internal struggles was exacerbated by heavy-
handed Achaian intervention. The situation was made even more intricate by what
Errington aptly calls «the ineffective vagueness which had been characteristic of
Roman policy towards Achaea since the defeat of Antiochus».15 Messenian discontent
with the League was mentioned by Diophanes himself at a meeting of the magistrates
of the Achaian League with Q. Caecilius Metellus at Argos in the summer of 185.16

Diophanes allegedly said that the discontent had been provoked by the amendment
made by Philopoimen to the diˇgramma of Flamininus regarding the exiles,17 most
likely in 189/88, the same year in which Philopoimen, strathgfi« of the Achaian
League for the sixth or seventh time, had tried to bring the Spartan question to an
end allowing the massacre of a sizable number of Spartan leading politicians at Kom-
pasion.18 In any case, it is unclear what his amendment to Flamininus’ decisions
amounted to. It seems reasonable to think of arrangements related to the restitution of

14 Paus. 8.30.5. On the actual import of Flamininus’ decisions, see Aymard 1938a, 348.
On the importance of the successes achieved under Diophanes’ leadership, ibid. 378; on Dio-
phanes’ political aims, Errington 1969, 120 and n. 1. In attributing the unification of the
Peloponnese under the leadership of the Achaians to Philopoimen, Polybios (2.40.2) can hardly
have been unaware of Diophanes’ claim, as Errington rightly underlines (see also Gruen
1984, 468).

15 Errington 1969, 183. Similarly Gruen 1984, 498 speaks of an «enfuriating gap between
words and actions» of the Romans in these years.

16 Pol. 22.10.4–6; the strathgfi« was Aristainos. See Errington 1969, 154–57 and Wal-
bank 1979, 192–93.

17 Errington 1969, 157 thinks that Philopoimen’s difirùvsi«, as Diophanes calls it, «re-
moved the safeguards which Deinokrates had enjoyed in Messene by the terms of Flamininus’
diagramma». See also Walbank 1979, 193. As noted by Roebuck 1941, 93 and n. 121, the
diˇgramma of Flamininus may be interpreted as a reply to an appeal directed to him by the Mes-
senians, according to the procedure he outlined in his decision at Andania. Note that Diophanes
mentioned Messene as an additional reason for complaint alongside the treatment meted out
on Sparta, which Metellus had already reproached the Achaians for. Personal animosity against
Philopoimen is brought up by Polybios as motivation for Diophanes’ intervention, and it is hard
to resist seeing a parallel between Philopoimen’s intervention at Sparta in 191, intended to pre-
vent Diophanes from being responsible for bringing Sparta back into the League, and his rather
more mysterious measures regarding Messene. The rivalry between these two politicans was
clearly an important factor in Peloponnesian politics in the decade following the Syrian War, see
Gruen 1984, 498.

18 Liv. 38.33.4–11; Plut. Philop. 16.4 with Errington 1969, 144–45; Cartledge – Spaw-
forth 2002, 78–79.
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property to the returning exiles, a detail that Flamininus may not have clarified in his
original pronouncement: this was usually the most controversial aspect of any return
of exiles in a Greek polis.19

In Messene, discontent with the Achaian League was polarized around a leading
Messenian politician, Deinokrates, who had personal ties with Flamininus dating
back to his participation in Flamininus’ campaign against Nabis in 196/95.20 In 183,
probably early in the year, Deinokrates travelled to Italy to enlist Roman support, and
on learning that his old friend Flamininus had been appointed as a legate to Bithynia,
and was therefore going to travel through Greece, his hopes concentrated on him. In
the time he spent in Italy, he may also have secured supplies of food and weapons in
preparation for a revolt21 – if this was really his aim. At the end of the summer of 183
he came back to Greece with Flamininus, who was en route to Bithynia. The Achaians
had been complaining with the Senate about Deinokrates’ activities, but the Senate
had replied in an unfriendly and vague way, possibly allowing the Messenians to be-
lieve that the Romans would not tolerate an Achaian attack on them. The truth how-
ever seems to have been that the senators were not terribly interested in the squabbles
between the Achaian League and its recalcitrant members. It must have been clear to
the Achaians that, when the Roman legate Q. Marcius Philippus at a meeting of the
League tried to prevent them from declaring war on Messenia without the approval of
the Senate, his intimations had no teeth, for the Senate was not really going to inter-
vene in the conflict. As a matter of fact, war may have been declared in that very same
meeting, in the autumn of 183.22 Around that same time, Flamininus landed in Nau-
paktos and asked for a meeting of the League to be summoned on his behalf, receiving
a denial, probably by Philopoimen himself, strathgfi« for 183/82.23

Both Plutarch and Pausanias talk about the course of the war, the latter in two dif-
ferent points, but it is difficult to extract from their reports a persuasive reconstruc-
tion – a state of affairs that is all the more puzzling since both depend ultimately
on Polybios, whose own text is however preserved only from Philopoimen’s death
onwards. The most comprehensive narrative is found in Pausanias’ summary of Mes-

19 As suggested already by Niese 1903, 51. Later scholarship leaned towards a rather more
extensive interpretation of this affair, assuming that what was at stake was constitutional change
(e.g. Niccolini 1914, 157), but this seems less likely, see Roebuck 1941, 95 n. 126. For the
problem of restitution of property and its importance in connection with the return of exiles, cf.
the better-documented and contemporary case of the Spartan exiles as laid out by Gruen 1984,
489–90.

20 Polyb. 23.5.2 with Walbank 1979, 220–21.
21 So Errington 1969, 244, based on Polyb. 23.9.12.
22 The declaration of war is mentioned retrospectively in Kallikrates’ speech in Rome, Polyb.

24.9.12. On the mission of Q. Marcius Philippus to the Peloponnese, see Polyb. 23.4.16; 9.4–10.
For the chronology, see Walbank 1979, 27 and 262.

23 Polyb. 23.5.15–18. On the date of Flamininus’ arrival in Naupaktos, we follow Walbank
1979, 222.
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senian history, and it appears to say that the Achaians invaded Messenia already before
the spring of 183/82. Then, in 183/82 the invasion was led by Lykortas and took place
at the time of the harvest, but failed because Deinokrates had managed to block every
access to the region.24 Talking about Arkadia, Pausanias offers a slightly different ver-
sion, according to which Lykortas did manage to march into Messenia, but then went
back without having achieved much.25 All sources agree that Philopoimen, strathgfi«
for that year, could not take immediate action because he was lying ill in Argos, far
from the theater of the conflict, but upon hearing that the Messenian town of Korone
(for Livy) or Kolonides (for Plutarch) was about to be attacked by Deinokrates, he de-
cided to rush to the rescue with any forces he could muster. He rode to Megalopolis al-
legedly in one day, collected a band of Thracian and Cretan mercenaries and 60 young
Achaian horsemen and ventured into Messenia, where he was ambushed by Deino-
krates and captured.26 Brought to Messene, he was paraded in the theater and then
kept in security inside the subterranean treasure chamber, in all likelihood the one
found by P. Themelis in 2006 south of the temple of Messene.27 There he is supposed
to have been poisoned by Deinokrates and, right before dying, to have pronounced
words that amounted to an investiture of Lykortas as his successor at the head of the
League. It was the late spring or early summer of 182.28

Most scholars have accepted a modified version of Pausanias’ narrative of the war,
usually rejecting the chronological implications of his reference to the harvest,29 but
the resulting picture is puzzling. If the Achaian army had indeed already invaded
Messenia and was on its way back when finally Philopoimen left Argos, it must have
been roughly in the Stenyklaros plain or in the process of crossing the Derveni Pass,
and it is hard to understand how, let alone why, Philopoimen coming from Mega-
lopolis, that is, from the same route, and knowing that the army had to be somewhere
in that area, could ride past it with his small task force – and this is only the most ob-
vious problem, because it is also less than self-evident that news of the impending at-
tack on Korone or Kolonides should reach Philopoimen back in Argos before reaching
Lykortas who was only a few kilometers away. An alternative scenario, in which the
army of the League did not invade Messenia until later in the year and Philopoimen’s
raid was the first hostile action might be more satisfactory – it would of course imply

24 Paus. 4.29.11. The passage amounts to a concise overview that starts immediately after
Nabis’ attack on Messene in 201, which suggests that the first invasion Pausanias mentions
should be Diophanes’ campaign of 192/91; see Roebuck 1941, 98 n. 143.

25 Paus. 8.51.5–6.
26 For the story of Philopoimen’s sudden ride into Messenia and his capture, see Liv. 39.49;

Plut. Philop. 18; Paus. 4.29.12, 8.51.5–6.
27 The first excavation report is published in Themelis 2006, 49–52 and plates 40–41.
28 The chronology derives from the fact that the s÷nodo« of the Achaian League that accepted

the capitulation of the Messenians is said by Polybios (23.16.12) to have been the second of the
year; on the dates of the four yearly s÷nodoi of the League, see Aymard 1938b, 275–76.

29 See Roebuck 1941, 98–99; Errington 1969, 189–90; Grandjean 2003, 227.
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that the League stood inactive while the strathgfi« was out of commission. The only
thing that seems clear is that narratives of these events had to satisfy the need of mak-
ing neither Philopoimen nor Lykortas look like fools or slackers, all of them deriving
ultimately, as they do, from Lykortas’ son.

The reaction of the Achaians to the news of Philopoimen’s death was quick
and decisive. A special meeting of the league in Megalopolis elected Lykortas
strathgfi« for the rest of the year,30 and he immediately invaded Messenia. He seems
to have made of it scorched earth to the point that even Polybios felt motivated to
criticize the excesses of the Achaian army led by his father.31 Among the Messenians,
it must have become finally clear that, as far as the Romans were concerned, the
Achaians were going to be allowed to do whatever they wanted with them. Surrender
seemed the only way out, even though it was clearly not going to be painless. Polybios’
description of the Messenians coming to their senses and then turning against their
leaders, beyond its obvious bias, may point to the presence of a pro-Achaian faction in
the city, which may have taken charge at this point. Two Boeotian ambassadors, who
had come in order to facilitate a reconciliation with the League and happened to be in
the city at that point, were apparently instrumental in persuading the Messenians to
open negotiations.32 Lykortas imposed unconditional capitulation. A garrison was
going to be stationed in the fortress on Ithome and the leaders of the revolt were to be
delivered.33 Deinokrates had already committed suicide. Others were executed, some
apparently stoned during the burial ceremony for Philopoimen, which was held in
Megalopolis soon thereafter.34 As for the conditions of the readmission of Messene in
the League, Lykortas deferred to the upcoming s÷nodo« of the League, the second of

30 Plut. Philop. 21.1; on the formal aspects of the meeting, see Larsen 1955, 168.
31 Polyb. 23.15; see also the retrospective comments in 24.2.3 and 24.9.13 (Kallikrates’ speech,

on which see below).
32 Polyb. 23.16.2–5. Considering the previous history of the relations between the Messenians

and the League and the references to exiles in connection with the events of 192/91, it is entirely
likely that a pro-Achaian faction existed in the city. In the case of the Boeotian ambassadors,
whose names, Apollodoros and Epainetos, he mentions, it is not entirely clear whether Polybios
is saying that they had come to Messene already before, with the purpose of effecting a recon-
ciliation, and in that moment happened to be back in Messene, or – as it seems more likely – that
they had come to Messene only once and were still there. This would have implications for the
length of the revolt. It stands to reason that they must have embarked on their mission before the
hostilities started, and their presence in town at the moment of the capitulation is one more rea-
son to exclude the possibility of two invasions of Messenia by Lykortas and to doubt that any in-
vasion had taken place before Philopoimen’s raid.

33 Polyb. 23.16.6–11.
34 The execution (or the suicide) of those held responsible for Philopoimen’s death is men-

tioned in Polyb. 23.16.13; Plut. Philop. 21.2, almost certainly drawing on Polybios, adds that
those who had been in favor of torturing Philopoimen were themselves tortured to death (see
Walbank 1979, 249 and cf. Polyb. 24.9.13). On the fate of Deinokrates, see Plut. Philop. 21.2
and Paus. 8.51.8. The stoning of the Messenian prisoners around Philopoimen’s grave is men-
tioned only by Plutarch (Philop. 21.9). On the burial of Philopoimen, see also below, section 4.
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the year, which was again going to take place in Megalopolis. But at this point, a Kom-
pasion-like solution had already been implemented and all that remained were the de-
tails.

Even though Polybios says that, thanks to the generosity of Lykortas and of the
Achaians, the Messenians were restored to their previous position in the League,
in fact the conditions dictated to them in Megalopolis brought to completion the pro-
cess of dismemberment of their regional setup that the Achaian League had started
long before and possibly intensified in 191. The last three of the smaller poleis of
Messenia that were still linked to Messene, namely Abia, Thouria, and Pharai, located
on the northeastern side of the Gulf of Messenia east of the Pamisos river, were now
detached, and each of them could put up its own stele, in Polybios’ words, that is, be-
come an independent member of the League.35 Later, but possibly in the same year,
a s÷nodo« of the League gathered in Sikyon dealt with a border dispute between the
now independent Thouria and Megalopolis, apparently entrusting the final decision
to a pfili« ökklhto«.36 Finally, apparently in a meeting of the following year, i.e.
182/81, the stele that regulated the admission of Messene to the League was drawn up
and the Messenians were granted three years of exemption from the federal tributes in
order to recover from the damages of the war.37

2. The territorial controversy between Messene and Megalopolis

These events form the historical background to the decree published by Themelis.
The opening lines refer to the situation at the time of the capitulation of the Mes-
senians, but then the various phases of the controversy unfold over a period of at least

35 Polyb. 23.17.2. The precise nature of the connection between these three cities and Messene
before the war is unclear; see Luraghi 2008, 266–68. The difference between their fate and that
of Andania and Pylana (see below) suggests a difference in status vis-à-vis Messene, in the sense
that it seems unlikely that Thouria, Abia and Pharai with their respective territories could have
been regarded as part of the territory of Messene as Andania and Pylana clearly were.

36 IPArk 31 II (which replaces the earlier edition IvO 46); for a discussion of the procedure,
difficult to reconstruct because of the very lacunose state of the inscription, see most recently
Harter-Uibopuu 1998, 65–71. The chronology of this controversy is rather elusive; as Thür –
Taeuber 1994, 309–10 pointed out, the absence of Lykortas from among a group of represen-
tatives of Megalopolis that includes Diophanes, Polybios, and Polybios’ brother Thearidas
(IPArk 31 II B ll. 5–6), would be explained in the most natural fashion admitting that Lykortas
was strathgfi« of the League in that moment. In light of our decree (see below), this would point
to the part of 183/82 in which Lykortas had been chosen to replace Philopoimen. While it cannot
be excluded that the dispute actually broke out at a slightly later date, the repeated mention of
Messene in the first part of the inscription (IPArk 31 II A ll. 6, 10, 14, 15) seems to point rather to
a moment close to the time when Thouria was separated from Messene. A date close to 180 BCE,
probably in the early seventies if not a bit earlier, is recommended also by the new observations
formulated by Taeuber 2006, 343–44.

37 Polyb. 24.2.3; for the date, see Walbank 1979, 13–17.
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two years, and very possibly more. As the text says (lines 79–101), the Messenians
intend to outline the story of the controversy and, more importantly, to preserve the
memory of their final victory – final up to that moment, that is, for this kind of con-
troversies tended to have a very long history. In other words, the purpose of the docu-
ment is celebratory and it is destined primarily to an internal audience, and accord-
ingly tendentious.

2a. Megalopolis’ request to the Achaian League (lines 2–11)
As mentioned above, the story told by the inscription starts when the army of the
Achaian League was still in Messenia. We must be in the summer of 182, very soon after
the death of Philopoimen. Clearly, the Messenians have surrendered not long before. At
this point, the Megalopolitans try to exploit the situation and take possession of the cities
and territories of Endania and Pylana, the two cities in Achaian hand at that point.38

Behind the first name, Endania, Themelis has suggested recognizing the well-
known town of Andania, attached to which was the sanctuary of the Karneiasion to
which the famous inscription of the mysteries belonged. The alternate spelling is un-
expected, but not without parallels: one may think of Orchomenos/Erchomenos.39

Themelis has rightly pointed out that in a passage of Polybios that refers to an ex-
pedition in Messenia of the Spartan king Lycurgus in 217, the same spelling of this
place-name may have originally appeared, before the text was corrupted in the process
of transmission creating the nonsensical and clearly corrupted form endeian.40 Even
though the site itself may not have been identified yet, the general location of Andania
and of the Karneiasion has been ascertained with a very high degree of likelihood.
Both were on the western side of the Stenykleros plain, on the hills immediately to the
north of the passage that lead towards the Soulima Valley and Kyparissia, the area of
the modern villages of Konstantini, Polichni, and Kallirroi.41

As for Pylana, a pfili« Pylanwvn shows up in an inscription usually dated to the
late 1st century BCE that consists of a list of names accompanied by amounts of money
and is generally thought to belong together with the famous çktfibolo« eåsforˇ from
Messene.42 The provenance of the inscription has received scarce attention in research

38 In the case of Andania and Pylana, the term pfili« appears to refer to a dependent commu-
nity; for a typology of dependent poleis, see Hansen 2004a, 87–94.

39 See Hansen 2004b, 446 (Boeotian Orchomenos) and Nielsen 2004, 523 (Arkadian Or-
chomenos).

40 Themelis 2008, 215 n. 4 and Polyb. 5.92.6.
41 That this was the location of ancient Andania has been proven decisively by Valmin 1930,

89–98 and universally accepted since; cf. Shipley 2004, 553. We follow the nomenclature of
the 1:50,000 map of the Hellenic Military Geographical Service from 1990. Earlier maps, such as
the one published in Hiller von Gaertringen – Lattermann 1911, Pl. I, call Kallirroi
‹Bouga› (Mpo÷ga).

42 SEG 11.979. The earlier edition in IG V 1, 1532 was incomplete; on the content of this in-
scription, see Grandjean 2003, 208–12.
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so far, and it is not immediately easy to establish due to changes in place names, but it
seems clear that it originates from a location immediately to the north of Kato Melpia,
on the northern edge of the Stenykleros Plain.43 Needless to say, the place where the
inscription was found can by no means be equated automatically with ancient Pylana.
On the other hand, in the present state of our knowledge, the best candidate for a
major ancient settlement in the Stenykleros Plain, apart from the area of Konstantini,
is precisely Krebeni by Kato Melpia.44

The true extent of the territorial curtailment that Messene would have undergone,
had the Achaians acceded to the request of the Megalopolitans, remains difficult to
estimate. In any case, the area of Andania is not immediately adjacent to the main
route from Messene to Megalopolis, which ran in antiquity, as it does today, through
the Derveni Pass, and the same would be true of Pylana, if the localization proposed
above is accepted. One possible conclusion would be that, by demanding Andania,
Pylana and their respective territories, the Megalopolitans were in fact claiming the
whole northern part of the Stenykleros Plain.45 This, however, is not the only possible
interpretation. In order to discuss alternatives, we first need to consider the problem
of ancient itineraries from Megalopolis to Messene. These observations will be helpful
also for some further problems of topography posed by the decree of the Messenians.

As mentioned above, the main itinerary that connected the two cities in antiquity
corresponded essentially to the modern highway that climbs from Paradisia on the
Arkadian side up to Derveni and descends on the Messenian side reaching the Ste-
nykleros Plain by the village of Ichalia.46 Pausanias however, who describes this itiner-

43 The inscription was found in 1905 in an area called Grempen‹ in a district called Garˇntza
tá« [ndan›a«, during construction works at the church of Saint Demetrios; see Wilhelm 1914,
87–88 and Tod 1926/27, 151–52. It is rather unclear what was meant, at the beginning of the 19th

century, with ‹Andania›: certainly, not the village that bears that name today, located to the
north-northwest of Zefgolation and just off the highway that descends from the Derveni Pass
into the Messenian plain. Adolf Wilhelm seems to imply that ‹Andania› was used as a general
name (for the Stenykleros plain?). At any rate, Garantza, marked in a somewhat vague way in the
map of Hiller and Lattermann, is called Melpia in modern maps. The lemma of SEG 11.979,
while reproducing the edition provided by Tod, says that the inscription had been found «in vico
Bougazi prope Andaniam», a precious indication that does not come from any of the authors
quoted in the lemma. Bougatzi Garantzas is an alternate name of Kato Garantza, i.e. of Kato Mel-
pia (E. Bourbouhakis, personal communication; see also Grandjean 2003, 208 n. 80). Im-
mediately to the north of Kato Melpia, McDonald – Hope Simpson 1961, 234–35 discuss an
archaeological site called Krebeni, close to a chapel of Ayios Dimitrios, which is clearly identical
with our Grempen‹ where the inscription had been found in 1905.

44 McDonald and Hope Simpson’s remarks on this site (McDonald – Hope Simpson
1961, 235) deserve to be quoted in extenso: «This must have been an important town in the Late
Bronze Age and especially in Classical times. It will require serious consideration in any future
discussion of the topography of the upper Messenian plain.» See Shipley 2004, 558.

45 In very rough terms, the portion extending to the north of the modern road from Ichalia to
Basiliko, if not even further south.

46 Paus. 8.34; see Valmin 1930, 95 and Roebuck 1941, 10–11.
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ary up to the Hermaion that marked the border to Messenia, knew also of a second
itinerary, that connected Megalopolis with the Karnasion (as he calls it). In this case,
too, Pausanias’ description is limited to the Arcadian side. Along this itinerary, the
border between Arcadia and Messenia was marked by another sanctuary of Hermes
called ‹the Hermaion by the Despoina› and including statues of Demeter, Despoina,
Hermes and Herakles.47 Obviously, this crossing must have been in the general area of
the sanctuary of Despoina at Lykosoura, and modern scholars agree in identifying it
roughly with the modern road from Megalopolis to Isaris, which runs approximately
two kilometers to the south of the sanctuary. Serious problems however start with the
Messenian part of the itinerary, on which Pausanias says nothing except for the fact
that its final destination was the Karnasion. Valmin thought that, from Isaris, this
itinerary turned sharply to the south to reach the Isari Gorge, following the route of
the modern railroad and entering the Stenykleros Plain by Desylla.48 This however
would mean that the two itineraries entered the plain more or less at the same point,
some three kilometers apart, and the northern one would hardly have offered a more
direct connection to the Karnasion than the southern one. For this reason, it seems
much more plausible to suppose that the northern itinerary proceeded westward
from Isaris, either towards Vastas and thence, along the slopes of Mount Tetrazi,
touching Syrrizo, Dimandra and finally Kato Melpia, or turning south towards Daso-
chori soon after leaving Isaris, and continuing possibly towards Ano Melpia. In both
cases, the itinerary would have reached the Stenykleros Plain close to its western
border, a sensible course if one was headed for the Karnasion. Most importantly for
us, such an itinerary would have connected the area of Kato Melpia and Konstantini,
that is, of Pylana (?) and Andania, directly to Megalopolis without crossing the Ste-
nykleros Plain, opening the way to a somewhat less expansive interpretation of the ter-
ritorial claims of the Megalopolitans.

The Megalopolitans submitted a request, called an aúthma in the inscription, to
the Achaian League. The League replied that the Achaians were not prepared to give
the Megalopolitans land that belonged to the Messenians – or at any rate, this is how
the Messenians phrase the reply: the magistrates of the League may not have been as
trenchant and the procedure may have been more complex. The most plausible occa-
sion for the request and its rejection appears to be the s÷nodo« of the League in Mega-
lopolis mentioned by Polybios, which took place in the late spring or summer of 182,
soon after the capitulation of the Messenians.49 At that point, Polybios tells us that the
army of the League was still in Messenia.50 The way the situation is described in the in-

47 Paus. 8.35.1–2.
48 Valmin 1930, 95–96; see also the description of the itineraries given by Roebuck 1941, 5.
49 Notice the similarity between the words of lines 4–5 and Pol. 23.17.1: oÅ Mess‹nioi … $po-

katwsthsan eå« tÎn ãj $rxá« katˇstasin tá« sympolite›a« di@ tÎn Lykfirta kaÏ tân [xaiân
megalocyx›an.

50 Polyb. 23.16.12 and 23.17.5.
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scription is probably tendentious, in that it blurs the difference between the moment
when the Messenians were promised readmission to the League, at the s÷nodo« of
Megalopolis, and the time when they were finally allowed to put in place their own
stele detailing the conditions of their membership in the League, which does not ap-
pear to have happened until the following Achaian year, when the Achaian army was
certainly not in Messenia any more.51 The Messenians had all the interest to suggest, or
to underline, that the controversy had started at a time when they were again members
of the League, which may be a half-truth, and in general to depict their return into the
fold of the League in the least problematic terms.

It would be interesting to know what justification was adduced by the Megalopo-
litans for their claim. The text of the decree is silent on this, but the Megalopolitans
must have thought they had sufficiently solid foundations if, after the first rejection
by the League, they decided to ask for an arbitration, undergoing a regular process.
Strabo quotes Demetrios of Skepsis, a younger contemporary of Polybios, to the effect
that the mythic city of Oichalia was located in Arkadia and called Andania in his
times.52 It is tempting to see here a trace of the claim of the Megalopolitans, but Stra-
bo’s passages offer no support to any attempt to formulate a more precise hypothesis.

On the other hand, the Messenians implicitly depict the dispute over Andania and
Pylana as a recent development, in contrast with that over Akreiatis and Bipeiatis,
which appears to have been going on for a while (see below, 2b). It is conceivable that
the claim of the Megalopolitans over Andania and Pylana had more contingent foun-
dations, linked to the disloyalty of the Messenians, to the murder of Philopoimen and
to military conquest itself. Regardless of whether this conclusion appears persuasive,
the fact remains that the Messenians intended to distinguish from one another the
disputes regarding the two pairs of territories.

2b. The arbitration of the 4gemfine« (ll. 11–43)
In spite of the failure of their first attempt, the Megalopolitans did not give up. Their
new request was brought forward in a s÷nodo« that took place in Elis. Some time must
have elapsed. The s÷nodo« that accepted the capitulation of the Messenians, we are
told by Polybios, was the second of the year, so two more regular meetings would have
been available in 182, but we can exclude that the one in Elis was one of them. At the
meeting, Messenians and Megalopolitans agreed to have their controversy adjudi-
cated by a committee of prominent politicians of the League. The inscription desig-

51 See Pol. 24.2.3 (the Messenians finally put up their stele) and Plut. Philop. 21.3–9 (the
Achaian army marches out of Messenia with the ashes of Philopoimen).

52 Demetrios ap. Strab. 8.3.6; Andania is called Arkadian also in Strab. 8.3.25, 8.4.5 (impli-
citly) and 10.1.10, always in connection to the identification with epic Oichalia (suggesting that
all three passages ultimately go back to Demetrios, too). On Demetrios’ work, a monumental
commentary to the Trojan Catalogue in the Iliad, and its political implications, see Gabba 1974,
630–32 (Demetrios famously denied that Aeneas ever came to Italy).
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nates them as 4gemfine«, and lists all their names, seventeen all in all. The list begins
with Apollonidas, son of Etearchos, of Sikyon (ll. 17–18), and immediately thereafter
we learn that Apollonidas was the strathgfi« of the League at that point (ll. 30–31),
which must be the reason why he occupies the first place. In other words, at the time of
the s÷nodo« of Elis Apollonidas was already strathgfi«, and the s÷nodo« cannot have
taken place in the year of Philopoimen and Lykortas. The most likely date for the
s÷nodo« in Elis is the following Achaian year, corresponding to 182/81, as we will see
more in detail below (see section 4).

This time, the Megalopolitans announce to the League their intention to obtain an
arbitration against the Messenians over the possession of Andania and Pylana but also
of another portion of land, at first called 4 prfiteron xØra (l. 13). This was constituted
by the two areas whose borders were indicated to the judges together with those of
Andania and Pylana, that is, Akreiatis and Bipeiatis (ll. 31–32). The extension of the
scope of the dispute does not necessarily mean that the Megalopolitans had now
gained new elements to support their claim over Andania and Pylana. It is conceivable
that they thought that a formal arbitration, providing a more specific procedure than
a vote of the federal assembly, could offer a better venue to display in a comprehensive
way their arguments. Furthermore, they may have hoped the judges would be better
disposed towards them.

There are no close parallels to the expression 4 prfiteron xØra (l. 13) in the corpus
of Greek territorial disputes, but it seems to suggest that the two regions had been dis-
puted already in the past, before the recent hostilities and the readmission of Messene
to the League.53 It would not be surprising if, in the case of Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, the
Megalopolitans were indeed trying to reopen an old dispute. Famous examples of ter-
ritorial controversies show that changes in the broader political framework and in the
international balance of power could be taken as occasions to reopen old and never
completely resolved disputes.54 The option to invoke an arbitration was provided for
in the rules that regulated the relationships between the members of the Achaian
League, and for the Megalopolitans this was a chance not to be missed.55

Akreiatis and Bipeiatis do not seem to appear elsewhere in our sources. Akreiatis
may derive from the word ¡kra, ‹summit› or simply ‹hill›. The region must have been
reasonably productive, though, since in a later phase of the controversy its produce
(karpo›) will become the object of dispute (ll. 65–70, see below, 3d). The etymology of

53 See Themelis 2008, 216. In other words, the expression would be the equivalent of some-
thing like 4 prfiteron $mfillegomwna xØra (cf. IPArk 31, II B ll. 10–11).

54 Examples of particularly long-lived disputes which flared up again and again in connection
with changes in the balance of power include the dispute between Messenians and Spartans over
the Dentheliatis, documented from the second half of the 4th century BCE to the age of Trajan
(Luraghi 2008, 16–27) and that between Samos and Priene (Magnetto 2008).

55 The case of Epidauros shows that the moment when a polis joined the League could be the
right time to debate and settle old disputes opposing the new member to old members of the
League itself (see Harter-Uibopuu 1998, no. 3 and Magnetto 1997, no. 36).
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the name Bipeiatis, by contrast, is obscure. All that can be said is that the initial beta
represents the rendering of a digamma in the Doric orthography of the Hellenistic
period and of the early Empire, as seen in the spelling Bvrùwa for the epithet of Arte-
mis Orthia or in the name of the Argive politician and Achaian ambassador Bippos.56

It seems as though Akreiatis and Bipeiatis were two typical borderlands between two
Greek poleis, and the fact that they together were the object of a (probably long-last-
ing) dispute shows that they must have been bordering on one another. As for their
location, it is difficult to go beyond speculation, but the slopes to the south of Mount
Tetrazi, including Ano Melpia and Dasochori and possibly further to the south, seem
the most obvious area where to look, especially since we later learn that the Mes-
senians provided documentation regarding their borders starting from the River
Neda: unless the territory of Pylana extended so far to the northeast, there would have
been no reason to document that northern portion of the frontier unless Akreiatis
and Bipeiatis had been in that general area. However, it is also possible to look in a
completely different direction, and tentatively locate Akreiatis and Bipeiatis to the
south of the Derveni Pass, on the slopes of the Vromovrissos Mountains, immediately
before the border between Megalopolis and Thouria, which was itself under dispute in
these same years. In any case, since the two pairs of territories could be claimed sep-
arately of one another, as both indeed were, at different stages of the dispute, they
must have been located relative to one another so that any decision regarding either
pair did not prejudice a decision on the other – i.e. it must have been possible for the
Messenians to have access to Akreiatis and Bipeiatis even if they had lost Endania and
Pylana, and the same must be true for the Megalopolitans. This is confirmed by the
fact that the Megalopolitans appear to have provided two separate dossiers regarding
the borders of the two pairs of territories they were claiming (ll. 29–33).

The Messenians accept to undergo an arbitration and propose a court of 17 men,
many of whom were prominent politicians of the Achaian League and came from Elis,
Sikyon, and Achaia, but none from Arkadia, in order to guarantee impartiality.57 The
Megalopolitans agreed and the agreement was formalized (ll. 28–29).58 The procedure

56 See e.g. Buck 1955, 47. We thank Timothy Barnes (Harvard) for advice on this point.
57 For further prosopographic evidence on these people, see Themelis 2008, 217–18 and

below, section 4.
58 The word önstalon (-o«?) is not otherwise attested. An inscription of imperial date (IGUR

1295, l. 9) has the Doric form ãnstˇlvsen (the corresponding Ionian/koine form is not docu-
mented), with the meaning ‹inscribe on a stele›, which is also the meaning of the verb sthlfiv in
OGI 221 l. 15 (ca. 275); cf. LSJ s.v.; Chantraine, DELG, 1055 s.v. st‹lh. In our decree, the verb
refers to the conclusion of an agreement over the arbitration between the two litigants, and
probably to the fact that such agreement had been inscribed on a stele (on the agreements pre-
liminary to an arbitration, see now Magnetto 2008, 151 and 153 n. 5). Considering the con-
text, it is possible that the Messenians were referring to an official document of the League which
ratified the decision of the litigants and included specific procedural guidelines – something like
the aÚno« tân [xaiân mentioned in the arbitration of the Megarians between Corinth and Epi-
dauros (Harter-Uibopuu 1998, no. 3 ll. 4–5 and 9–10; Magnetto 1997, no. 36.II).
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that follows is typical for border disputes. At first, the two parties deliver to the
strathgfi« Apollonidas, the leader of the panel, a description of the borders whose
legitimacy they will try to prove during the trial (ll. 29–35). The panel of judges con-
vene in the Karneiasion, the famous sanctuary of the Great Gods, near Andania,59 in-
side the disputed territory. The judges begin with the peri‹ghsi«, the autopsy of the
borders, which was supposed to be performed twice, once under the guidance of
either party (ll. 37–39).60 This was the occasion for the litigants not only to show the
borders but also to produce evidence in support of their claims. The dispute was over
the possession of the four territories, but apparently not over their extension. Accord-
ingly the two parties presented two different sets of borders. The Messenians pointed
to the existing borderline, from the River Neda in the north to an area they call Kleo-
laia,61 implying that that line should remain valid, thereby leaving the four areas in
their hands. The Megalopolitans indicated the borders of the four territories, which
were all at that point inside the Messenian territory.62

After the peri‹ghsi« the judges come back to the Karneiasion, where the debate
(dikaiolog›a) takes place.63 Both litigants illustrate their arguments and the dis-
cussion stretches over more than one day.64 The time allotted to each party, as was
usual in these procedures, was defined precisely and measured with a water clock (l. 41
meù# œdato«).65 At this point, something unexpected happens. Following the recon-
struction of the text, that in this point is damaged, the Megalopolitans withdraw their

59 On which see now Deshours 2006.
60 On the peri‹ghsi« see Magnetto 2008, 169–70.
61 The name corresponds to that of one of the five tribes instituted in Messenia at the time of

the liberation from Sparta. Named after descendants of Herakles, they are attested in Messene
itself, Thouria and Korone; see Luraghi 2008, 230–31. Themelis 2008, 218 says that Kleolaia
was a kome of Messene of uncertain location and was also called Kleola.

62 Originating from Mount Lykaion, the River Neda flew initially through Arkadia, but after
taking a sharp turn to the west, it marked the northern border of the Messenian territory towards
Phigaleia (Hiller von Gaertringen – Lattermann 1911, 14–15 and Paus. 4.20.2). The
northeastern border of Messene towards Megalopolis could be envisioned as a line that departed
at an angle from the river. In that area, the steep hill to the south of the village of Kakaletri, prob-
ably identified with the Heira of the Second Messenian War, was protected by two fortifications,
clearly meant to defend the Messenian border. The most detailed account remains that of Hil-
ler von Gaertringen – Lattermann 1911, 13–29.

63 In the vocabulary of diplomacy, dikaiolog›a is a technical term, indicating either the
parleys that happen on the occasion of a mediation (see Ager 1996, no. 52.II; Magnetto 1997,
no. 51.II), or the debate between the parties in front of the court during an arbitration (see Ager
1996, nos. 129 l. 14; 158 l. 31); on how the latter was organized, see Magnetto 2008, 169–71.

64 G. Thür, in a private conversation, suggests that the process in the Karneiasion could have
stretched over two days: presumably, one day for Endania, Pylana and respective territories, one
day for Akreiatis and Bipeiatis.

65 Cf. the arbitration of Cnidos between Calymna and Cos, TitCal 79 lines 39–41 (Ager
1996, no. 21; Magnetto 1997, no. 14); the arbitration of Miletos between Sparta and Messene,
Syll.3 683, ll. 55–59 (Ager 1996, no. 159).
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claim over Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, but the Kaliatai, who appear here for the first time,
demand a new judgment in which they themselves could participate. It is important to
stress that the Messenians appear to represent the Kaliatai as if they were minions of
the Megalopolitans. In any case, this unexpected turn of events opens up a new phase
in the dispute, in which Megalopolitans and Kaliatai will try to assert their claims in
front of a panel of judges provided by the polis of Aigion. Henceforth the decree de-
scribes this new phase, leaving more than one question unanswered.

The most obvious question regards the outcome of the proceedings in the Karneia-
sion. Akreiatis and Bipeiatis at any rate remained in Messenian hands, and even if we
did not know this from the ulterior course of the dispute, in legal terms once the ac-
cuser withdraws his claims the defendant’s line is automatically confirmed and the
outcome is the equivalent of a victory of the defendant. Indeed, this is how the Mes-
senians view the outcome of the procedure, implicitly presenting it as a victory. In
lines 84–88 they proudly proclaim that, regarding Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, they have
defeated the Megalopolitans in multiple judgments (l. 87 kr›masin), a plural that can-
not refer only to the arbitration in Aigion against Megalopolitans and Kaliatai, but
must include the trial that had taken place in the Karneiasion, whose outcome had in-
deed been favorable to the Messenians. It is however rather unlikely that the judges in
the Karneiasion also delivered a formal verdict in favour of the Messenians. This pe-
culiar situation will in a later stage provide the Megalopolitans with a formally accept-
able claim to the effect that on the dispute between them and the Messenians regard-
ing Akreiatis and Bipeiatis no previous verdict existed (see 3d).

It is much more difficult to figure out what happened with Andania and Pylana, on
whose fate the inscription says absolutely nothing. Based on the narrative of the Mes-
senians, it would seem that the Megalopolitans had withdrawn their claim only in the
case of Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, and only after the debate had been concluded. This
would seem to suggest that, as far as Andania and Pylana were concerned, a verdict
had actually been pronounced. However, we have no solid element that may indicate
what was the verdict of the 4gemfine«. The fact that the decree is silent on the outcome
of this side of the dispute is highly suspicious. Even considering that Andania and
Pylana do not constitute the main topic of the dossier, unlike Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, it
is difficult to explain why the Messenians should have resisted the temptation to men-
tion such an important success. Long before our inscription became known, various
scholars had thought, based especially on Strabo’s reference to Demetrius of Skepsis
mentioned above, that Messene had possibly lost Andania as a result of the war of
182.66

On the other hand, some elements in the decree seem to point in the opposite
direction. The claim of the Megalopolitans over Andania and Pylana is presented
as more recent, and the Achaian assembly immediately dismisses it. The response of

66 See already Niese 1903, 55 n. 4 and more recently Grandjean 2003, 228; Shipley 2004,
553 (S86); Luraghi 2008, 264 n. 57 with further references.
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the Achaians is phrased in sharp and unambiguous terms, and it appears to confirm
the Messenians’ ownership (ll. 9–11 tân dÍ [xai|[ân a]\toÖ« [$nt]eipˇntvn m‹ ka
periùwmen | [Me]galopol›tai« t@n Messan›vn, scil. xØran). The force of this state-
ment, located at the very beginning of the text, seems hard to deny, and it gives the im-
pression to the modern reader that the court of the 4gemfine« could hardly overturn
this verdict.67 It must also be pointed out that, in line 35, with reference to the descrip-
tion of their borders the Messenians delivered to Apollonidas, the decree specifies
kaùØ« ãsti 4mÖn 4 xØra. This specification is not necessary for the narrative of the
procedure, and the present tense most naturally refers to the time when the decree was
inscribed. On the face of it, it appears to be saying in so many words that the territories
in question still belonged to the Messenians at the time of the decree.68

Indirectly, such conclusion could be supported by a further observation, regarding
the internal logic of the decree. It is strange, at least for a modern reader, that a text
that is supposed to proclaim the victory of the Messenians in the dispute over Akrei-
atis and Bipeiatis should open by discussing a different pair of territories, even though
these territories were also involved in the same dispute, if only in a marginal way.
The decision of opening the decree with the first phase of the dispute over Endania
and Pylana and their territories, which on the face of it was irrelevant to the fate of
Akreiatis and Bipeiatis, would be all the more odd if those two territories had later
gone lost to the Messenians. In such a case, they might as well have started the nar-
rative directly with the arbitration in the Karneiasion and the run up to it. Especially
in a document destined to a local audience, that would have been entirely possible.
The decision to start the narrative with the capitulation of Messene and with the first,
failed attempt by Megalopolis to obtain Andania and Pylana must have been a con-
scious and purposeful one. This would make much better sense if the Messenians in
the end had retained Endania and Pylana. In this case, the decree would celebrate the
preservation of a large area, composed of various interconnected regions, at a crucial
time for the city – a time which, as we will see more in detail (section 2d) could acquire
a particular importance for the further history of the dispute.

67 On the general climate in the League at this point, which our inscription shows to have
been less dominated by Megalopolis than we used to think, see below, section 4.

68 We would like to thank G. Thür for bringing this sentence to our attention, even though
our interpretations of it do not coincide. It is worth pointing out that the fact that the Megalo-
politans decided to withdraw their claim over Akreiatis and Bipeiatis would make perfect sense if
they had lost the first part of the dispute.
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2c. The arbitration of Aigion (ll. 43–64)
With l. 43, a new phase of the dispute starts. The initiative comes from the Kaliatai,69

but later they and the Megalopolitans appear side by side. Now the dispute revolves
only around Akreiatis and Bipeiatis. The request of the Kaliatai brings about a new
agreement with the Messenians, who accept to undergo a new arbitration. This time,
the decision is entrusted to a polis chosen from among the members of the League: the
ancient Achaian capital of Aigion (ll. 50–51). The narrative of the arbitration in Ai-
gion begins with the dikaiolog›a and focuses on the contrasting views presented by
the two parties: the Megalopolitans maintained that Akreiatis and Bipeiatis were Ar-
kadian and belonged to their territory, while the Messenians replied that they were
Messenian. The decree presents immediately the verdict of the court: 140 judges out of
147 voted in favor of the Messenians, confirming the border as the Messenians had
presented it to the damiorgo› of the League. The decree says nothing of a new inspec-
tion of the borderland.

The position of the Kaliatai vis-à-vis the Megalopolitans deserves attention. During
the dikaiolog›a only Megalopolis appears to have an active role,70 and yet, even if we
take the narrative at face value, rather than speculate that the Messenians may have
simplified things in order to emphasize the role of the Megalopolitans, it is difficult to
accept that the Kaliatai had a mere supporting role.71 On the contrary, the decree in-
sists in describing them as litigants: it is they who request a new judgment, and the
Messenians insist that they accepted an arbitration pot› te Kaliˇta« [kaÏ Megalo-
pol›t]a«. We know of other cases where two cities ally against a third one, and in those
cases the sources underline the shared interest in the areas under dispute and the
proximity of those areas. Our decree says nothing explicit on this, but it seems obvious
that the Kaliatai, too, must have had a direct interest in the two regions, or else their
requesting an arbitration would not have appeared plausible to the Messenians nor,
more importantly, to the Achaian League.72 At the same time, the Messenians insist

69 The verb $ntipoieÖsùai shows up, with the meaning ‹contest the ownership of› or ‹claim›
a territory in the treaty between Aitolians and Akarnanians, which, among other things, settles
some border disputes between the two parties (see Magnetto 1997, no. 27, l. 8), in the judg-
ment on a territorial controversy between the koinfin of the Pharkadonioi in Thessaly and some
private individuals (B. Helly, BE 1995, 334), and in the controversy between Sparta and the
Achaian League documented in Syll.3 665, l. 6, on which see below, n. 88.

70 There is not enough space in line 53 for a supplement that includes both a verb, which is
necessary, and the ethnic of the Kaliatai.

71 The Thessalian city of Melitaia supported Pereia and Phyliadon in their dispute against
Peuma, accompanying the representatives of Pereia during the peri‹ghsi« but without being
directly involved in the trial (cf. Ager 1996, no. 31; Magnetto 1997, no. 30); similarly, the Cre-
tan city of Gortyn supported the Hierapytnians in the dispute against Itanos (I.Cret. III 4, 9,
ll. 111 synparfintvn ãpÏ tá« kr›sev«; cf. Ager 1996, no. 158).

72 This is what happens in the two arbitrations that opposed the Thessalian city of Peuma
respectively to Melitaia and Chalai, and to Pereia and Phyliandon (Ager 1996, nos. 30–31;
Magnetto 1997, nos. 29–30). In both procedures, the borders of all litigants were involved and
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that the initiative of the Kaliatai had the approval of the Megalopolitans ([o\
pa]ysˇntvn l. 44), or possibly was instigated by them, who used the Kaliatai as an
instrument in order to obtain a new judgment with the hope of a more favorable out-
come.73 Accordingly, the arbitration the Messenians had undergone was not only
against the Kaliatai, but also against the Megalopolitans, and the same applied to their
final victory.

The crucial question is the identity of the Kaliatai. From Plutarch we learn that,
probably in 194/93, Philopoimen had caused the secession of some of the kØmai that
had previously been synoecized into Megalopolis.74 It is obviously tempting to regard
the Kaliatai as one of them, since in our text they seem to be able to act on their
own initiative and the Messenians assert that they have accepted to undergo a new
arbitration against both Kaliatai and Megalopolitans (ll. 47–49). On the other hand,
[o\ pa]ysˇntvn (l. 44) – which appears certain – seems to imply that, at least as the
Messenians saw it, the Megalopolitans still had influence on the Kaliatai, which would
not be surprising if the Kaliatai had themselves been Megalopolitans until a few years
before.

An Arkadian polis by the name of Kallia is mentioned by Pausanias as one of those
that were merged into Megalopolis,75 but even ignoring the slight difference in name,
the problem is that according to Pausanias Kallia was part of the so-called Tripolis to-
gether with Dipoina and Nonakris, which would point to an area to the northeast of
Megalopolis, far away from the border with Messene and incompatible with the role
of the Kaliatai in our controversy.76 Either Pausanias’ Kallia has nothing to do with our
Kaliatai, or his topographical indications need to be revised in light of the decree,
for one thing is for sure: our decree makes no sense unless the Kaliatai bordered on
Akreiatis and Bipeiatis.

the territories under dispute were declared shared possession of the victorious party, Melitaia
and Chalai and Peraia and Phyliadon respectively. It seems plausible to assume that the Kaliatai
were involved at least in the exploitation, if not directly in the ownership, of Akreiatis and
Bipeiatis.

73 That this is how the Messenians interpreted the episode is shown by the final clause in ll.
45–47, whose subject are the Megalopolitans. On the syntax of this passage see the notes to the
text.

74 Plut. Philop. 13.8; see especially Warren 2007, 150–51 and for the date, see Errington
1969, 90. Possible evidence of this measure, apart from the bronze coins discussed by Warren,
includes Syll.3 623, a proxeny decree of Thisoa (originally included in Megalopolis, Paus. 8.27.4);
SEG 41.332, a honorary decree of Lykosoura (same as above). On the synoikismfi« of Megalo-
polis see Moggi 1976, no. 45.

75 Paus. 8.27.4. See also Steph. Byz., s.v. Kall›ai, pfili« m›a tá« ãn [rkad›ai tripfilev«,
Ç pol›th« Kallie÷«, Ñ« Paysan›a«; cf. Themelis 2008, 218 n. 15.

76 For some hypothesis of identification of the ancient sites of the so-called Tripolis cf.
Nielsen 2004, 506; Pikoulas 1983, 313–18 [= 2002, 219–24] identifies the site of ancient Non-
akris with the hill of Ayios Thanasis, near Solos, at the junction of the streams Kratis and Styx.
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Finally, it is necessary to explain how the judgment in Aigion was arrived at. In ll.
41ff. the text proceeds briskly, lining up clause after clause and giving the impression
that the events, too, followed hot on each other’s heels. We are induced to think
that the Kaliatai presented their request directly in the Karneiasion, turning to the 17
4gemfine«, but this is far from certain. Such a scenario would presuppose not only that,
although not mentioned by the decree, the Kaliatai were actually present in the Kar-
neiasion, which is in itself not impossible, but also, and more importantly, that they
could present their request there and then, and that such a move would have made
sense in procedural terms. It is however utterly unlikely that the 4gemfine« would have
been legally qualified to answer the request of the Kaliatai. The correct procedure
required for this kind of requests to be addressed to the main organs of the League, as
our inscription itself shows. The supposition that the arbitration in Aigion was ar-
rived at with this same procedure is confirmed by the mention of the damiorgo› of the
Achaian League in l. 64.77 To them the litigants gave the descriptions of the borders
whose legitimacy they were going to defend during the trial, and in the phase of in-
struction of the cause they act as intermediaries between the litigants and the jury
provided by the polis chosen to arbitrate. In other words, the intervention of the Kali-
atai must have involved a formal request presented to the League, and the damiorgo› of
the League were in charge of organizing the whole process that culminated in the
judgment of Aigion.

Even so, the interval between the two arbitrations cannot have been very long. The
Messenians depict the intervention of the Kaliatai as an attempt, orchestrated by the
Megalopolitans, at remedying some sort of setback that had taken place during the ar-
bitration in the Karneiasion, convincing them to withdraw their request. They will
hardly have waited years. It seems more reasonable to think that we are still in the
aftermath of the reintegration of Messene into the League.

2d. The lawsuit of the Messenians, the prfiklhsi« of Megalopolis, and the fine (ll. 65–78)
Some time after the arbitration of Aigion (l. 65 œsteron), the dispute between Mes-
senians and Megalopolitans flared up again. This time, the Messenians have taken the
offensive. Object of the dispute is the produce from Akreiatis. The decree suggests that
the two parties had previously reached an agreement according to which the Megalo-
politans had reaped the produce from the region under condition of giving half of it to
the Messenians.78 They obviously had not, and the Messenians sued them asking for

77 The attribute koino› is necessary in order to distinguish the federal damiorgo› (see n. 90
below) from the local ones, see Arnaoutoglou 2009/10, 187.

78 Based on the context, this seems the right interpretation of the term mesfikoino«, which
does not appear anywhere else. The decree appears to offer evidence on the well-known phe-
nomenon of the shared exploitation of borderlands for agriculture and pastoralism, and of the
disputes that could arise from this. To the examples collected by Arnaoutoglou 2009/10, 186
n. 21, add Rousset 1994, 1999 and 2010, 43–61, and Chandezon 2003, 331–49. As in our case,
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reparations.79 The response of the Megalopolitans was the prfiklhsi«, a formal chal-
lenge to undergo an arbitration, which appears in the unpublished part of the inscrip-
tion.80

In ll. 70–75, the decree summarizes the line of argument of the Megalopolitans. Al-
though the Messenians had already undergone an arbitration over the possession of
the Akreiatis, faced with their request for reparation the Megalopolitans try to start a
new procedure leading to an arbitration, arguing that no verdict on that point had
been pronounced and the whole matter was still unadjudicated. The Messenians de-
pict this as a ruse, based on false premises, with the purpose of taking advantage of the
dispute over the produce in order to reopen the issue of ownership. Accordingly, they
rejected the request of the Megalopolitans. For this reason, the damiorgo› of the
League imposed on them a fine of 3000 drachms.81 Surely the arguments used by the
Megalopolitans to convince the damiorgo› and the counterarguments of the Mes-
senians were the same which soon thereafter were presented to the panel of judges
from Miletos, whose arbitration represented the final stage of the dispute as narrated
in the decree. This point has central importance for explaining the arbitration of the
Milesians and the whole decree: we will return to it shortly (below, 2e).

In terms of chronology, the text tells us that the fine was decided by the damiorgoÏ
ãpÏ Aånht›da (l. 79). Most likely, this man was the strathgfi« of the League in office
at that time, and he is mentioned here in order to date the decision.82 If we turn to
the traditional chronology of the strathgo› of the League, the first year available for

such situations are often described in a vague way, without any clear reference to explicit agree-
ments and their form. The land involved is usually part of the ‹public land› (dhmos›a xØra) of
the poleis involved, and disputes over it tend to end in one of two ways. Either the land is de-
clared shared possession of the litigants (koinÎ xØra), and accordingly it is left undivided and
the litigants keep exploiting it jointly, or the ownership of one party is acknowledged (which is
what happens with the Akreiatis), and joint exploitation can continue under specific conditions.
The agreement between the Lykian koinfin and Termessos by Oinoanda, recently published by
Rousset 2010 (ll. 27–31 and commentary pp. 43–61), is a good example. It includes an arrange-
ment for the shared exploitation of Mount Masa whereby ownership was recognized to the
people of Tlos, while those of Termessos were allowed to exploit it for grazing and collecting
wood for free, but not allowed to cultivate the land or to settle there permanently.

79 The compound Épogrˇfomai is used here with the meaning ‹file a lawsuit›, for which the
simple grˇfv would be more usual.

80 On the use of this term, see Cassayre 2010, 234.
81 The amount of the fine is indicated in the still unpublished part of the inscription; see

Themelis 2008, 219.
82 See however Arnaoutoglou 2009/10, 187 n. 24, who suggests that Ainetidas might have

been a federal grammate÷« like the Menandridas mentioned in SEG 40.394 ll. 4 and 7, precisely
for the purpose of identifying a specific year. As Ch. Habicht points out to us, though, the fact
that SEG 40.394 indicated explicitly that Menandridas was the grammate÷« makes it a potentially
deceptive comparandum, and the mention of a magistrate by the simple name seems best under-
stood as referring to the chief yearly magistrate of the League. On Ainetidas, see the note of Ch.
Habicht here below.
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Ainetidas is 179/78, but a later date is entirely possible.83 It is clear that some time had
elapsed between the arbitration of Aigion and the lawsuit of the Messenians, but
œsteron (l. 65) is a very general term, which can indicate the immediate future as well
as a distance of years. For the time being, the only thing that seems clear is that the ref-
erence to the karpo› from Akreiatis that the Megalopolitans refused to surrender
implies that Megalopolitans had tilled the region for at least one year when the Mes-
senians brought their lawsuit against them. On the whole, it is not unlikely that the
Messenians filed their suit immediately after the judgment in their favor.

2e. The arbitration of the Milesians (ll. 78–84)
The final act of the dispute is again an arbitration, rendered by a panel of six judges
from Miletos.84 The object of this judgment is the fine imposed by the damiorgo›
on the Messenians, and not ownership of the Akreiatis (ll. 88–90 kaÏ perÏ t»« zam›a« |
˜« ãzam›vsan 4mÍ oÅ damiorgoÏ ã|nikˇsame«). The verdict however was bound to have
broader consequences. If the Milesians decided that the fine was unjustified, they
would almost inevitably undermine the whole line of argument with which the Mega-
lopolitans had convinced the damiorgo› to fine Messene in the first place, and in par-
ticular the notion that no judgment over the ownership of Akreiatis had yet been pro-
nounced. The Messenians won with unanimous vote precisely because they were able
to show that they had indeed already undergone an arbitration against Megalopolis
over the ownership of Akreiatis, as also of Bipeiatis (ll. 80–84).

The narrative of this last phase of the dispute is concise, but the detailed narrative of
the proceedings in the Karneiasion and of the arbitration in Aigion provide the reader
with all the information necessary to understand both the reasons behind the fine
meted out on the Messenians by the damiorgo› and the final verdict of the Milesians,
and the implications of the latter.

In front of the damiorgo› of the League and then of the Milesian judges, the Mega-
lopolitans maintained that they had never received a verdict that established who was
the owner of the Akreiatis. This must imply that they also maintained that no verdict
had been pronounced in the Karneiasion, because they had backed off beforehand,
while in Aigion the dispute against the Messenians had involved only the Kaliatai. The
Messenians, on the contrary, strove to prove that in the past there had been not only
one but two arbitrations over Akreiatis, and in both cases the Megalopolitans had
been directly involved. In this light, the emphasis on certain aspects of the dispute be-
comes perfectly understandable.

83 See the synopsis in Aymard 1967, 45, which leaves free the years from 179/78 to 176/75.
Errington 1969, 263–65 dates Kallikrates’ strategy to 179/78 rather than 180/79, thereby
freeing up 180/79 (see the comments of Walbank 1979, 264).

84 The judges were again mentioned without patronymic at the end of the inscription, in the
part that reported their verdict, according to Themelis 2008, 219.
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Firstly, it becomes clear that the minute description of the first arbitration, starting
with the request submitted by the Megalopolitans in Elis, continuing with the choice
of the 17 4gemfine« and the proceedings in the Karneiasion have a precise purpose,
namely, to prove that on that occasion a veritable arbitration had taken place, with all
its constitutive elements, including the preliminary agreement, the survey of the bor-
derland, and a regular debate in front of the judges. It was the Megalopolitans who had
chosen to withdraw their claim, and their move could not call into question the valid-
ity of the procedure as a whole and the legal implications of its outcome. In legal
terms, what had transpired amounted to a victory for the Messenians.

As for the arbitration in Aigion, the Messenians, as noted above, focus on unmask-
ing the underhanded strategy of the Megalopolitans, proving that the latter had
exploited the Kaliatai for their own ends and that they had been directly involved in
the procedure. Accordingly, the elements that are showcased are the fact that the initi-
ative of the Kaliatai was de facto made possible by the Megalopolitans (the ambiguous
[o\ pa]ysˇntvn in l. 44), the Messenians’ acceptance of an arbitration against Kaliatai
and Megalopolitans, the role of the latter in the dikaiolog›a, and of course the land-
slide majority in the verdict in favor of the Messenians.

While the arguments that persuaded the Milesian judges are embedded in the nar-
rative part of the decree, for the purposes of our text the details of the procedure
in this last phase are irrelevant, and accordingly omitted.85 The verdict itself on the
contrary is a key moment in the controversy, and its implications are wide-ranging.
By accepting the Messenians’ version, the Milesian judges confirm the legitimacy of
the previous arbitrations and the validity of their outcomes. Thereby they also con-
firm that the Messenians owned Akreiatis and Bipeiatis at the time when they were
defeated by Lykortas and brought back into the fold of the League. At that time, the
Megalopolitans advanced no claims over those two regions. They waited until the fol-
lowing year, with the two territories still in Messenian hands. There is no doubt that
the defeat and the readmission to the League were turning points for the Messenians.
In the logic of Greek territorial disputes, this moment was bound to acquire an inau-
gural meaning and to function as a standard against which successive claims would be
measured. The dossiers of many arbitrations show that it was common, especially in
the Hellenistic age, for the litigants to claim that their rights went back to some key
moment of their history or, even better, of the history of the region at hand.86 Seen
from this angle, the importance of the verdict of the Milesians appears in all clarity,
explaining why the Messenians decided to put together this dossier and to display it in

85 In the absence of any indication regarding the procedure (pace Arnaoutoglou 2009/10,
188), we have to imagine that it followed the pattern usual in this kind of cases. Since the judges
had to pronounce on the legitimacy of a fine, no peri‹ghsi« was necessary, unlike in the case of
the 17 4gemfine«.

86 On the criteria on which interstate disputes were adjudicated, see Chaniotis 2004;
Magnetto 2008, 173–77 and n. 18.
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a prominent place in their city. As we will see below, a more specific legal situation
contributes in explaining the decision of the Messenians to monumentalize these ver-
dicts.

The text does not provide any specific indication on the date of the arbitration of
the Milesians, but considering that it was the product of an appeal against a fine meted
out by the damiorgo› in the year of Ainetidas, no long time can have elapsed between
the fine and the arbitration. We are presumably still in the year of Ainetidas or in the
following year.

3. The resolution of disputes between members of the Achaian League

The notion that the Achaian League favored the recourse to interstate arbitration as an
instrument to peacefully resolve disputes between member states has been present in
scholarship for a long time. Wether and how this was enforced in practice however is
much less clear.87 The decree from Messene offers important new elements on this
issue.

We consider first the prfiklhsi« submitted by the Megalopolitans, which includes a
request to the Messenians to undergo an arbitration over ownership of the Akreiatis.
When the Messenians refused, the damiorgo› of the League imposed a fine on them,
which must have been the result of a federal law that imposed certain obligations on
members of the League. This is confirmed by the reasons brought forward by the
Messenians to justify their refusal: the Messenians do not claim the right to accept or
reject the request of the Megalopolitans – which is a key principle of Greek interstate
arbitration – but say that they had already in the past accepted an arbitration over that
same region. We can reconstruct their line of argument based on the narrative of the
following arbitration of the Milesians (ll. 81–84), in which such line of argument car-
ried the day. In other words, the Messene decree shows that in these years there was a
federal law in operation which, in case of territorial disputes and if one of the litigants
asked for an arbitration, ordered the other party to accept it under penalty of a fine –
and presumably with the obligation to undergo an arbitration in any case in the end.
The damiorgo› fined the Messenians because they were persuaded the Messenians
had never undergone an arbitration against Megalopolis over the Akreiatis. The ver-
dict of the Milesians, by voiding the fine, confirms that the Messenians had no obli-
gation to undergo an arbitration because they had already satisfied such obligation. In
other words, the request of arbitration was binding for the litigant who received it
only if no previous judgment had been emitted over the same matter and against the
same opponent. Seen from this angle, the attempt of the Megalopolitans to enlist the
support of the Kaliatai in order to obtain a second arbitration against the Messenians
(2c) could reflect not only a tactical choice, but also a legal necessity, that of creating

87 See Harter-Uibopuu 1998, 119–29.
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conditions different from those in Karneiasion (2b), so that the Messenians would be
obliged to accept a new arbitration.

The existence of federal laws that could be invoked in controversies internal to the
Achaian League is documented, in these same years, by a small number of inscriptions
that document also the imposition of fines in the course of controversies.88 The evi-
dence is fragmentary and difficult to interpret, and the decree from Messene adds many
important details. The League was not content just to pursue the peaceful solution of
disputes, it also attempted to formulate rules for such a process, based on which it was
possible to decide whether a dispute was admissible to begin with, and obligations were
defined for the members of the League, which conditioned their strategies.

In light of this, the Messenians’ decision of putting together this dossier and dis-
playing it in their agora acquires a further meaning: beyond the celebration of a victory,
it eternalized on stone the verdicts on the land under dispute. By virtue of the Achaian
law, the Épfimnama eå« tÌn œsteron xrfinon (ll. 84–85) becomes for the Messenians a
protection against future claims by the Megalopolitans.

Another aspect our decree sheds light on is the role of the federal damiorgo› in the
resolution of conflicts between members. In the case of the arbitration in Aigion, in
the preliminary phase they act as intermediaries between the two litigants and the
polis that is going to arbitrate, and collect and transmit to the jury the documents sub-

88 The arbitration between Megalopolis and Thouria, very lacunose (IPArk 31 A l. 13 and
Harter-Uibopuu 1998, no. 9; see supra n. 36) and the one between Sparta and the Achaian
League itself (Syll.3 665, l. 14; see Harter-Uibopuu 1998, 123 and no. 11), usually dated after
164, for which Taeuber 2006 has tentatively proposed an earlier date, soon after 180. A fine is
mentioned also in the arbitration between Megalopolis and Helisson, IPArk 31 A I l. 4. As noted
by Arnaoutoglou 2009/10, 191–92, the text of the arbitration between Sparta and the
Achaian League referred explicitly to the importance that the verdict of the arbitration be per-
manent, as a condition for the peaceful coexistence of the litigants and for peace in the Achaian
League (Syll.3 665 ll. 8–19 and 39–42). These are the very principles that lay at the foundation
of the law that must have been applied in the dispute between Messene and Megalopolis, and
it seems reasonable to connect such law to a broader reflection on international law carried out
inside the League at this time. The connections between the two texts, however, could be even
closer. In the inscription regarding the arbitration between Sparta and the League, the judges
adjudicate two questions: the ownership of the land disputed between Spartans and Megalopo-
litans and the legitimacy of the fine imposed by the Achaian League on the Spartans ƒti $nti-
poeÖt[ai –– tâi dˇmvi tâi] | Megalopolit»n ta÷ta« t»« x[Øra«] (lines 6–7). The judges
acknowledge the validity of two earlier verdicts in favor of Megalopolis and the legitimacy of the
fine. Hiller von Gaertringen in Syll.3 665 n. 1 saw in $ntipoeÖt[ai] a reference to a failed at-
tempt by the Spartans to recover the land by force of arms (the same line of thought is followed
also by Harter-Uibopuu), but the verb $ntipoiwomai here rather indicates an attempt by the
Spartans to reopen the dispute with legal means (cf. supra n. 69). This means that Sparta was not
fined for a military action, but for reopening with a formal challenge a controversy that had al-
ready been adjudicated by two previous arbitrations. This could imply that the same federal law
that mandated arbitration over new disputes also tried to limit the recurse to arbitration in dis-
putes that had already been adjudicated in the past.
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mitted by the litigants (ll. 63–64). In the arbitration of the Milesians, they bring into
court the litigants (ll. 79–80).89 The fact that they do not feature in the proceedings of
the arbitration in Karneiasion is explained by the peculiarity of the jury selected for
that procedure. In this case their role is taken up by the strathgfi«, who is also the
president of the jury.90 On the other hand, they have a much more important role in
the case of the prfiklhsi« presented by the Megalopolitans. The decree describes them
as the sole responsible of the decision to fine the Messenians – the only entity the
Megalopolitans need to persuade of the legitimacy of their request for an arbitration
(ll. 75–77 tân dÍ koinân damiorgân ãpakoloyùhsˇntvn a\t»i i.e. the polis of Mega-
lopolis). No involvement of the federal assembly is mentioned. A question posed
by our decree is then what were the respective roles of the damiorgo› and of the federal
assembly in dealing with relations between members of the League, and if and how
their competences completed each other in the process of resolving conflicts. It is
conceivable that, if a member refused to comply with a request for an arbitration
formulated in the assembly by another member, the damiorgo› had the task of assess-
ing whether the request was admissible under the legislation of the League, and of im-
posing sanctions on recalcitrant members.91 There is however an alternative scenario.
Considering that there were only four regular assemblies every year, it is conceivable
that, for the rest of the year, members could address their requests directly to the fed-
eral damiorgo›, without having to wait for the next s÷nodo« of the League.

The arbitration of the Milesians adds an important element regarding the jurisdic-
tion that applied to the relations between the League and its members, showing that
decisions taken by the League, in this case the fine imposed by the damiorgo›, could
undergo scrutiny by a court that had been summoned for this purpose. Unlike what
happens in the case of the 4gemfine« and of Aigion, here the decree makes no reference
to any imput by the litigants in the choice of the Milesians judges nor to any procedure
applied in order to entrust the Milesians with the judgment. This suggests that
members of the League had a right of appeal against decisions of the organs of the
League, and that for this purpose an external court was designated (regularly?).92

89 On the technical meaning of eåsˇgein see Walser 2008, 255–57; Cassayre 2010, 265–74.
90 Damiorgo› of the League appear in the arbitration between Megalopolis and Helisson,

Harter-Uibopuu 1998, no. 8, l. 30 ([xaiân dam[iorg –]) and possibly also in ll. 9–10, ex-
tremely damaged, where the text reads ƒroy« $pwd[vkan –– Megalopoli?]|t»n toÖ« damiorgoÖ«.
It is usually assumed (Thür – Taeuber 1994, 318 n. 13, followed by Harter-Uibopuu) that
the text refers to magistrates of Megalopolis, but it cannot be excluded that the reference here
was again to magistrates of the League, to whom the representatives (?) of Megalopolis gave their
description of the borders.

91 As formulated by Arnaoutoglou 2009/10, 191, the hypothesis that they provided a pre-
liminary evaluation of the processes is problematic. No evaluation was necessary if both litigants
immediately accepted the arbitration; the problem existed only in case one of them refused.

92 We thank M. Wörrle for bringing this point to our attention. Also in the case of the arbi-
tration between Sparta and the Achaian League (Syll.3 665) a decision of the League (a fine) under-
went the scrutiny of a court of judges from outside the League, probably Rhodians (see n. 88).
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In general terms, the decree from Messene confirms that, in these years, the League
did encourage, or maybe even mandate, the use of arbitration, but it did not directly
intervene in the choice of the court, leaving this up to the litigants. This course of ac-
tion could result in peculiar courts, such as the 17 4gemfine« (3b), proposed by the
Messenians and accepted by the Megalopolitans, and selected, as we will see more in
detail below, with an eye to the known political views of the leading politicians of the
League.

4. Messene, Megalopolis and the Achaian League

Among its many fascinating aspects, the decree of the Messenians sheds new light on
the relations between them and the Achaian League, and also on internal politics of
the League after the death of Philopoimen. A first point of interest is the rejection by
the League of the first request of the Megalopolitans, which was presented immedi-
ately after the capitulation of the Messenians. The League was at this point lead by
Lykortas of Megalopolis, who had been elected to replace Philopoimen for the rest of
the year, and yet, apparently in a meeting that took place at Megalopolis itself, the as-
sembly of the League voted down the request of the Megalopolitans.93 The refusal is all
the more striking if we consider more closely the historical background. Our literary
sources agree in describing the moment as a highly emotional one, with Lykortas
making of the retrieval of Philopoimen’s remains a veritable show. The image of Poly-
bios riding back to Megalopolis with the urn containing the ashes of Philopoimen,
surrounded by the prâtoi tân [xaiân and followed by the whole army of the League
marching in parade, is familiar,94 and further evidence on the funeral of Philopoimen
in Megalopolis and the divine honors granted to him reinforces the impression that
nobody at that point would speak against victimizing the Messenians.95 More or less
explicitly, scholars are used to think that, riding the emotional wave provoked by the
assassination of the old leader, the Megalopolitans, and especially Philopoimen’s
associates, foremost among them Lykortas, essentially had control over the League for
a while. And yet, a closer look at the evidence shows that, in the months after Philo-
poimen’s death, his policy, continued by Lykortas, was by no means uncontroversial
inside the League. The fact that Polybios’ text is preserved only in excerpts makes it less
easy to decipher the situation, but at least it is clear that Diophanes kept publicly op-

93 See Polyb. 23.16.12–17.2: at the very time when the Messenians surrendered, the second
s÷nodo« of the League for that year also happened to take place (again at Megalopolis, like the ad
hoc meeting that elected Lycortas strathgfi« pro tempore, see above n. 30).

94 «A theatrical show of emotion», Errington 1969, 193; see now the discussion of the
sources in Kató 2006b, 243–50.

95 The honors granted to Philopoimen by the Achaian League and by Megalopolis are docu-
mented in a fragmentary inscription from Megalopolis, Syll.3 624, to be compared especially
with Diod. 29.18 (see also Liv. 39.50.9; Plut. Philop. 21.10); see Kató 2006a, 45–46 and 2006b,
241–42.
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posing the radical approach to the Spartan problem championed by Philopoimen.96

This more nuanced image of the balance of power within the League after the sur-
render of the Messenians resonates with the response of the Achaians to the first
attempt of the Megalopolitans mentioned in the decree of the Messenians, and it may
be further reinforced by the text in an even more striking way, for one of the novelties
that seem to emerge from it is that in 182/81 the strathgfi« of the League was not Ly-
kortas, as generally assumed, but Apollonidas of Sicyon.

If we accept current chronologies of the strathgo› of the Achaian League, the
first open slot for Apollonidas would seem to come either in 179/78, after Kallikrates,
usually thought to have been strathgfi« in 180/79, or just possibly one year earlier,
after Hyperbatos, universally held to have been strathgfi« in 181/80.97 This would
mean that the next step of the controversy between Messene and Megalopolis hap-
pened in 180/79 at the very earliest, at least two years and a half after Messene surren-
dered to the League. In other words, the pˇlin of line 11 would bridge a distance of
more than two years if not more than three. This is not the impression one gets from
the text of the inscription.

Now it has to be pointed out that no ancient source says that Lykortas was elected as
a regular strathgfi« for 182/81 following his strathg›a pro tempore. The argument
in favor of this notion is quite indirect and conjectural.98 It hinges largely on a passage
of Polybios about an embassy from Ptolemy V Epiphanes to the Achaian League in
181/80, which announced the donation of a fleet of ten pentekontors to the Achaians.
In response, the Achaians decided to send an embassy to thank the king, but later had
to cancel it because Ptolemy died. The ambassadors that had been chosen were Lykor-
tas, Polybios and Aratos the Younger, and Polybios tells us that his father had been
chosen to lead the mission because he had been strathgfi« at the time when the al-
liance between Ptolemy and the Achaians had been renewed. Scholars have been un-
willing to admit that this might refer to Lykortas’ strategy in 185/84, because only the
year before, in 186/85, Lykortas himself, acting as an ambassador, had negotiated a
renewal of the alliance with Ptolemy, but when he reported back to the assembly of the
League the strathgfi« Aristainos had frustrated the whole enterprise with procedural
arguments, pointing out that neither Lykortas nor Ptolemy’s ambassadors had taken
care to make explicit just which one of the various treaties between the League and the
Ptolemies they were renewing. It is doubtful,99 so the argument, that the following year
Lykortas could have been able to overturn the decision. Also, Ptolemy’s embassy of
181/80 seems to come too late as a response to a renewal that had taken place in 185/84.

96 Polyb. 23.17.12; see Gruen 1984, 492.
97 See above, n. 83.
98 It is laid out in detail by Aymard 1967, 39–42. Walbank 1979, 258–59 follows Aymard,

but see below, n. 102.
99 Or «très bizarre», as Aymard 1967, 41 puts it; but note that Aymard argues as if Aristai-

nos’ intervention amounted to a rejection of the renewal of the alliance, which cannot be the case.
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This line of argument, however, cannot withstand scrutiny. On the contrary, if an
alliance to which the League and Ptolemy had agreed had not been finally sanctioned
in 186/85 because of Aristainos’ intervention, it would be strange that Lykortas,
strathgfi« the following year, had not proceeded to remedy the glitch as soon as pos-
sible in order to avert a more radical loss of face:100 after all, oaths had already been ex-
changed and Ptolemy’s embassy had been accompanied by lavish gifts of weapons and
money,101 which the Achaians clearly did not turn back. Aristianos’ intervention ac-
tually created a kind of limbo, by any standards a very embarrassing situation, and if
we date the final renewal to 182/81 we must also accept that this awkwardness was
allowed to stand unrepaired for three years. Considering this, a final sanction of the
renewal in 185/84 is in fact extremely likely. Ptolemy’s embassy of 181/80, on the other
hand, promised further gifts, following a common pattern in royal embassies, with the
purpose of keeping alive the good relations established a few years earlier. Its connec-
tion with the renewal of the treaty does not have to be more than indirect, and of
course there is nothing strange if Lykortas was now chosen to lead the Achaian envoys
because four years earlier he had been most directly involved in the renewal of the al-
liance.102

It must be recognized that we have no real argument for assigning to Lykortas the
strategy of the League in 182/81. Accordingly, nothing at all stands in the way of taking
the evidence of this new document in the most natural way, admitting that the
strathgfi« of that year was Apollonidas of Sikyon. This has some consequences for
the way we reconstruct politics within the Achaian League after the death of Philo-
poimen.103 Apollonidas appears for the first time in Polybios during a meeting of the
Achaian League in 186/85, when he convinced the Achaians to reject an offer by Eu-
menes II to donate funds from whose interest the members of the federal council
could receive a salary for the meetings.104 We cannot tell much about the associations
of Apollonidas with other politicians of the League,105 but we know that he had been
sent to Rome to assuage the senate after the encounter between Metellus and the
leaders of the League in 186/85. According to Polybios, at the meeting Metellus had

100 See Errington 1969, 164–65.
101 Polyb. 29.9.2–3.
102 Walbank 1979, 259 may have misunderstood the issue. He writes: «it is hard to imagine

why, if the renewal was in 185/4, the Achaeans waited until 180 to thank Ptolemy for his gifts»,
but the embassy decreed in 181/80 was not meant to thank for the gifts of 186/85, but for the ten
ships promised in that same year 181/80.

103 One is reminded of E. Gruen’s penetrating observation on the tendency within the
Achaian League to prevent any one faction from holding power year after year; see Gruen 1984,
496.

104 Polyb. 22.8.1–7.
105 Errington 1969, 159–63 implies that Apollonidas’ speech against Eumenes’ offer points

to his being aligned with Aristainos, then strathgfi« of the League (in 188/87 according to
Errington’s chronology, see Errington 1969, 255–61); cf. however ibid. 173.
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criticized Philopoimen’s approach to the Spartan question, whereupon Aristainos had
kept silent, signaling approval, while Diophanes had aligned himself with Metellus’
criticism, adding that Philopoimen had acted in a similarly unsatisfactory way in the
case of the Messenians.106 In front of the senate, Apollonidas defended Philopoimen’s
actions, but this again does not tell us anything certain about his own political alle-
giances.107

If indeed Apollonidas, and not Lykortas, was the strathgfi« of the League in
182/81, and keeping in mind that evidence on his political allegiances is not entirely
straightforward, some pieces of information we already possessed acquire new mean-
ing. As mentioned above, the stele in which the return of Messene to the League was
finally sanctioned was put up in 182/81, i.e. in the year of Apollonidas, and it appears
to have included more favorable conditions than those that had been dictated in
Megalopolis one year before. In particular, the Messenians were exempted for the
three coming years from paying their dues to the League in recognition of the damage
to their territory caused by the scorched-earth campaign led by Lykortas.108 Polybios
observes, possibly not without sarcasm, that this way the Achaians were damaged by
the devastation of the Messenian territory no less than the Messenians had been:
clearly, this was a measure of some importance, which acknowledged that Lykortas
had acted in too heavy-handed a way during his campaign in Messenia, a fact that
even his son Polybios admits, thereby supporting the suspicion that Lykortas’ behav-
ior may have been controversial.

Another element of some importance derives from the prosopography of the
judges selected to adjudicate the controversy in the Karneiasion. One of the judges,
Archon of Aigira, three or four times strathgfi« of the League, had defended Philo-
poimen’s policies at the meeting with Metellus in Argos in 185, and appears in general
to have been closely associated with Lykortas.109 Another one is the notorious Kalli-
krates of Leontion, Polybios’ bête noire, who, during his mission to Rome in 181/80, al-
legedly criticized in front of the senate the harshness of the treatment inflicted on the
Messenians, referring in particular to the devastation of the territory and the massacre

106 Various modern interpretations of Aristainos’ silence are discussed by Thornton 1995,
who settles for Polybios’.

107 Note also Polyb. 28.6.2 (autumn 170), where Apollonidas appears in a list of Achaian
politicians who were connected to Lykortas.

108 Polyb. 24.2.3.
109 See Polyb. 22.10.8 (Archon joins Philopoimen and Lykortas in opposing Diophanes);

Polyb. 28.3.7–9 (170/69, there were rumors that Archon, together with Lykortas and Polybios,
was about to be accused by Roman ambassadors of being an enemy of Rome); Polyb. 29.23.2
(winter 169/68, Archon agrees with Lykortas and Polybios, against Kallikrates, Diophanes, and
Hyperbatos, on supporting the Ptolemies against Antiochus IV). During Archon’s strategy of
170/69, Polybios was the ¬pparxo« (Polyb. 28.6.9). Archon was probably the strathgfi« of
184/83, who rejected Flamininus’ request to summon a s÷nodo« to discuss the Messenian prob-
lem, see Aymard 1967, 31–32 and Walbank 1979, 209–10 on Polyb. 22.19.
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of the political leaders, that is, the actions that Lykortas had undertaken of his own
initiative.110 Once he was elected strathgfi« of the League, in 180/79 according to the
commonly accepted chronology, Kallikrates was responsible for the return of Mes-
senian exiles.111 The highly negative image of Kallikrates sketched by Polybios, who
owed him his exile to Rome after Pydna, has made it difficult for scholars to appreciate
his policies in terms other than moral, but there is no reason not to see that Kalli-
krates, just like Aristainos and Diophanes before him, pursued senatorial approval as
a way of sidelining his competitors for leadership in the League. It is just possible that,
when he was called to adjudicate between Messenians and Megalopolitans, his views
on the issue were not known yet, but this is not very likely. Having him and Archon
serving alongside on the panel, just like the absence of judges from Arkadia, looks like
an ostentation of impartiality.

In conclusion, while presumably no politician of the Achaian League approved of
the secession of the Messenians, there appear to have been disagreements, even after
Philopoimen’s death, on how to deal with them. Polybios alone already gave us reason
to suppose that this might have been the case, but our inscription speaks even more
eloquently to that situation. To be sure, the fact that there was resistance to allowing
the repression of the Messenian revolt to become a private affair of Lykortas and of
Megalopolis is after all no more surprising than the fact that the Megalopolitans tried
their best in order to profit from the situation. More interestingly, the interpretation
of the events referred to in our document, however, makes it possible to broach a more
general problem relating to the Achaian League. While documents like ours show po-
leis as collective political actors, the literary sources, especially but not only because of
the influence of Polybios, give the impression that League politics was characterized
by competition between influential politicians whose agendas were not necessarily
dictated by the polis they came from, the contrast between Diophanes and the faction
of Philopoimen being the clearest example.112 The way that these two levels were in-
terwoven is a fascinating if overlooked topic, one that would deserve and repay further
research.

110 Polyb. 24.9.12–13; on Kallikrates’ embassy, see especially Derow 1970, and more briefly
Koehn 2007, 215–16 and n. 130 with perceptive comments and further references. On the limits
of an approach to Achaian politics that classifies individual politicians as ‹patriots› or ‹pro-
Roman›, see the comments of Gruen 1984, 331–34.

111 Polyb. 24.10.15.
112 A comprehensive study of the political leadership of the Achaian League is a desideratum;

for some preliminary observations, see O’Neil 1984–86, 33–44.
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Christian Habicht
Appendix: Ainetidas

Ainetidas served as strathgfi« of the Confederation in the year in which the da-
miorgo› slapped the city of Messene with the fine mentioned in line 97: ãpÏ Aånht›da.
The name is so far attested only in Sparta, and extremely rare there too. It is missing
in the 1875 edition of Pape – Benseler’s Wörterbuch der griechischen Eigennamen
and appears in Bechtel’s Die historischen Personennamen des Griechischen bis
zur Kaiserzeit of 1917 with just one testimony from Sparta: [nt›la« Aånht›da
gly[fe÷«], member of a ù›aso« (IG V 1, 208, line 3 [SGDI 4443]) from the second or
first century B.C. This is also the only entry of the name in Bradford’s A Proso-
pography of Lacedaemonians from the Death of Alexander the Great 323 B.C., to the
Sack of Sparta by Alaric, A.D. 396, 1977, p. 21, and in the volumes of LGPN published
so far (March 2012).

Another instance of the name became recently known from the base of an eques-
trian statue found at Megalopolis and published in 1995 by Ulla Kreilinger.113

The monument was erected by Kallistokleia, daughter of Xenogenes of Megalopolis in
honor of her husband Xenainetos, son of Kraugis. The name of his father reveals that
he was a brother of the famous Philopoimen, who lost his life in 183 BCE.114 This
statue was the work of Aånht›da« [nt›la Lakedaimfinio«. The artist must have been a
direct ancestor of the just named sculptor. He is, without a doubt, the strathgfi« of
the League during the year in which the damiorgo› punished Messene with the fine,
since the year of his service must be one of the earliest years after 180 BCE, and cer-
tainly not later than 175. As U. Kreilinger has aptly observed, the working on stone
seems to have been a tradition in this family.115

The name of his father occurs in Sparta once again in a not yet clearly recognized
case. In a catalogue of names, catalogus Taenariorum, dated to the first century BCE
(IG V 1, 210), appears in line 33 [[]ny›la« [ristomwneo«. In the Index to the volume
the editor, W. Kolbe, says on page 216: «nonne [nt›la«?», but where he comments
on the text he says «33 scripsi [[]ny›la«, quod est pro [nys›la«». In this he is fol-
lowed by O. Masson.116 But Kolbe had the right instinct, when he proposed to see in
Antilas the correct form of the name for the son of Aristomenes, and this has been
corroborated by a decree of Eretria in honor of judges from Sparta, in which one of the

113 Kreilinger 1995 with plate 84.1. I am indebted to the author for her kindness in send-
ing me a large copy of her photograph. The text of the inscription can be found also in SEG 45.
341.

114 This new piece of evidence opens the possibility that his name, instead of that of his more
famous brother, could be restored in another base from Corinth, where [---- Filopo›mena]
Kra÷gio« was restored by Hiller von Gaertringen 1932, 364, although the latter remains
more likely.

115 Kreilinger 1995, 376.
116 Masson 2000, 514.
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judges bears the name of [nt›la[« [risto]mwneo«117 and is therefore an earlier name-
sake of the man of IG V 1, 210, line 33.
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Fig. 1: The inscription (courtesy of Petros Themelis)
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Fig. 2: The territory involved in the dispute


